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INTRODUClION

One of the truisms of history is that there is a

need for a constant reassessment and revision of the repu-

tation of men, especially as the decades pass since their
death. fn the 1970's, such a re-evaluation began on the

eccentri.c, syndicalist philosopher, Georges Sore1, the object\,
of controversy and dissension for many years. Sorel was

regarded by his contemporaries, and is stilt regarded today,

as a man whose thought had elements of anarchism, socialism,

Marxism, moralism, sociology, fascism, pluralism, conservat-

ism, irrationalj-sm, and pragmatism. Because he could not be

placed firmly in any category, Sorel had remained an

intriguing enigma. Perhaps one of the safest statements

that can be made about Sorel i-s that almost no one who has

ever come in contact with his writing has regarded him with
neutrality. He has either aroused immense interest and

enthusiasm, albeit mixed with confusion, or intense hostility.
Even many of the most obvious details of Sorel,s

life remain shrouded in obscurity, with his acquaintances

provi-ding conflicting evidence. Sorel was a reticent man,

except in an intellectual sense; and since few attempts

have been made to decipher hj-s family background, or his
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first career as an engineer, many of the most. elementary

facts of his life are unknown, especialJ_y as his entire
life was spent in an extremely modest manner. Born in
Normandy in L847, the cousin of the French historian Albert
Sorel (and Georges Sorel regarded himself also prj_marily

as an historian), Sorel worked as an engiineer for the

Ponts et Chaussées until his early retirement in 1892.

until his death he lived near Paris, working as a journatist
and social philosopher, first in assocj_ation with the

anarcho-syndicalists, and then for a brief period around

1910 to L9I2 in semi-friendship with some members of the

Right. Durj-ng his life in paris he was involved on the

fringe of a number of movements, particularly Marxism and.

syndicalism. When he died in L922, in a paris apartment,

he was haj-led with equal respect from the right-wing
rrAction Francaise and the socialist journar La vie ouvrj-ère.

Sore1 is an interesting subject of historical
study for at least four reasons. In paris, he was in close

contact with a considerable number of leaders of French

socialist and literary circles, ranging in polit.ical stripe
from men like Fernand Pelloutier, the first head of the

syndicalist Bourses du Travail, to the Catholic writer
Charles e6guy. As one historian, James lv1ej-sel, has also

pointed out, his literary friendships with men like Vilfredo
Pareto and Benedetto Croce were unrivalled. Secondly, Sorel
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stood at a point where many doctrines and ideorogies met,

ërsr for example, the revisionism of l4arxism and the emergence

of revolutionary syndicalism. Thirdly, he was valuable as

a prophet, for not only did he incorporate categories in
his thought that anticipated the rise of fascism, he was

arso considered to have directry influenced fascists like
Mussolini (or less directly, IvlarxÍsts like Lenin). Finally,
as the recent increased interest in sorel indicates, his
effect was not only felt Ín the 1930's, but also in the

unrest in the 1960rs, and indïrectly in the terrorist
movements of the 1970's.

One of the arguments of this thesis is that
arthough sorel's socialist and anarcho-syndicalist phil-
osophy has been fruitfully considered, his position as a

genuine member of the fin de siècre, irrationarist climate
of opinion has been often ignored. He has usually been

considered as an anti-ratj-onarist, a skepticr or an aroof

historian. Those critics who have called him an irration-
alist have stressed how he differed from rationalist
thought, but have not concentrated on his doctrine per se,

or else have looked at his i-rrationalist influence on later
periods. one of his two most famous doctrines, that of the

myth (the other is his recognition of violence in man) has

often been slurred over in appraisals of Sorel.

The aspect of Sorel that has not yet been con-

sidered., and. which this thesis will address, is his
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recognition that language is an imprecise method with whj-ch

to grasp the nature or strength of the unconscious, whether

in an individual, or in a political or social sense. Sorel

was searching for a means of describing the motivations of
men, but he believed that ideas, emotions and beliefs could

not be described in a clear, precise, analytical language.

Just as he believed man's knowledge and abilities were

limitedr so, too, was language, and therefore it was

necessary to construct a ne\^¡ form of communication. Sorel

never devised a coherent philosophy of language. However,

by examining his beliefs together with the similar ling-
uistic theories of his English translator, the critic and

imagist poet, T. E. Hulme (1883-19071, and those of the

ItaIj-an historian, Giambattista Vico (1668-17441, whom

Sorel admired greatly, it is possible to arrj-ve at a

Iimited descri,ption of his philosophy, and, as weIl, to

illustrate the concurrent and historical character of such

ideas. This emphasis upon 'l.anguage and communication in
Sorel's work, which was n.rii" based. on his scientj-fic
theories and partly on his artistic theories, has been

neglected in the importance attached. to the lack of unity
in his political theories.

Before examining Sorelrs theories on language,

a brj-ef summary of the historiography of this perplexing

thinker will be made, in order to illustrate the problems

that historians have encountered in tiying to place him in a

specific category t or in generalizing about his type of mind.
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CHAPTER I

A SURVEY OF THE HISTORIOGRAPHY

OF GEORGES SOREL

Since the day in L892 when Georges Sorel retired
as a civil engineer and. moved. to paris to begin a second

career as a writer and socj-al philosopher, historians have

been hard pressed to arrive at a common j-nterpretation of
him. All erements of the man, (whether they be his inter-
lectual and political development, his influence on

contemporary or later movements, the imporLance of his
ideasr or even the most ordinary details of his rife), have

given grounds for considerable disagreement. A study of
the literature on Sorel frames the picture of a soJ_itary,

wi-thdrawn, non-conforming mj-nd, a man interpreted in almost

as many lvays as there are commentators. (This picture,
which j-s not very accurate, largely appears to have orig-
inated in a one-sided quarrel with Charles pèguy j-n 1912. ) 1

For example, he has been variously 1abelled as a modern

Machiavellianr2 "le dernier grand penseur du socialisrtêr,,3

"an anomalous figurer "4 "the enfant terrible of modern

political theoryr "5 the "enigme du vingtiè¡ne siàcler,,6

and "the absolutely unclassifiable Georges Sore1.,'7 Even

I
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the passage of time has led to no clarification. yet

throughout the past seventy years the appeal of this odd,

eccentric thi-nker has not died. Indeed, in the 1960,s and

the l970rs, with the appearance of the "Ne\¡J Right." and,

terrorist movements, there has been a resurgence of interest
in Sorel, and particularly in his theories on violence,
which has even led to the republication of some of his
books.

Todayr ês in his lifetime, Sorel is most popular

in Italy, which still possesses the largest Sorelian

literature. Unfortunately, since only the book published

by l4ax Ascoli in L92I has been translat.ed into French, the

rtalian studies of soret remain largery unknown in France,

Britain or North America. This linguistic barrier has added

to the difficulty of compiling Sorel's work, much of which

remains scattered in numerous semi-forgotten journals.

In England, the literature on Sore1 has never been

profuse, despite the fact that sorel was himself interested
in English conditions and the English character, partly
through the influence of Marx and Engels. By and large,
most of the anarysis is found in survey volumes of socialism,

French history or political thought. There have been no

fuII length critiques or biographies of Sorel written in
England., although since 1965 a number of interesting
articles have very usefully examined specific aspects of
his thought,, such as his theories on violence and. work.8
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In the United States Sore1 was a neglected figure

until after the second vtorld vtar, when a number of articles
and books appeared. In the I950's and 1960's, he was more

popular j-n the American academic world than anywhere else

outside ftaly. The American literature on Sorel unfortunately
suffers from this academic tinge. It is largely character-

ized by polit.ical or sociological analysis, with litt1e or

no treatment of Sorel as a man, or his position among his
contemporaries. As well, there have been studies of Sorel

from countries as diverse as Brazil, Canada, Spain, Australia,
Norway, and Poland.

The strangest neglect of Sorel has occurred. j-n

France, which is parallel to his treatment there during

his lifetime. A rash of articles, books, and memoirs

concerning Sorel appeared in the 1920rs, but since that
time there have been periods when he was conspJ-cuously

ignored, though there have been the writings of Pierre

Andreu in France and. Georges Goriely in Belgium. Like
oT. E. Hulmer' another fringe figure, Sorel often appeared

in memoirs of his contemporaries. Usually only those

writers like Pierre Andreu or Georges valoislo who knew

him personally paid him much attentj-on. Un1ike the English,

the French works have often regarded Sore1 only as a revol-
uti-onary syndicatist, or proto-Fascist, and. not as an

influence, even if indirectly, on men like A1bert Camus.

In the preface to The Wretched gf !¡g !eE!þ by Frantz Fanon,
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the very influential book on violence of the 1960rs,

Jean-Paul Sartre dismissed Sorel's theories on violence,
with contemptr âs "fascist utterances."11 The notable

French hj-storian, Jules Monnerot, who rather uniquely

placed Sorel among the greaÈ thinkers of the century,

condemned. the French intelligensia, particularly those on

the left, for t.heir ignorance of Sorel. Sarcastically he

added. that it was not only in primitive societies that there

existed "Ia peur des morts. "12

Until the mid-1950's, most of the literature on

Sorel was largely in the form of personal memoirs, or else

criticisms of his fascist or syndicalist position. Generally,

the literature in the period around the Second. lriorld War was

more intolerant and vituperative. For the next ten years

many writers concentrated on the entire body of Sorel's
work, trying to fit it into some sort of consistent pattern,

such as that of anarchj-sm or socialism. Since 1965, the

trend. has been to examine only specific aspects, such as

his concept of the myth, his views on violence or art, or

his position in relationship to earlier thinkers like Pierre

Joseph Proudhon or contemporaries like Gustave Le Bon.13

On the whole, the critiques of the 1960's and the 1970's

expressed more certainty that there was a logical coherence

to Sorelrs ideas than earlier ones had done. They were

less preoccupied with criticizing his shifts from Marxism

to synd.icalism, to the right, and back to socialism,
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believing that he only looked at these groups as a means,

not an end, to accomplish a fixed purpose.

One characteristic of the Sorelian historio-
graphy to date is that much of it is an elaboration of
Sorel's political or social theories, w.i-th f ew attempts to
place him in his age. For example, his philosophies are

often quoted at length, but examples of what he was fighting
against are seldom given. usually he is treated in isolation,
apart from his connections with syndicalism or Marxism, with
the notable exceptions of books like Consciousness and.

Society t ot Visi@.14 Many studies are of
a political, not an historical, nature. Even those writers
who ad.mired Sore1 felt that. he was obscure, but for them it
was not important, whereas his critics could not get by the
obscurity. Gaudeno Megaro, who denied much of Sorelrs pur-
ported influence on Mussolj-ni, felt that Sorel had far more

of an impact on humanitarian, pacifist hj-storians than he

did on the syndicalists or anarchists, simply because the

latter groups were already familiar with these types of
1sl-oeas.

On the whole, commentators have classified Sorel

in three general fashions: as the possessor of a particular
ideology (such as syndicalism, socialism, Marxism, fascism,

or anarchism) i as a thj-nker ruled by a particular quality
(such as irrat,ionalism or moralism); or as a man possessing

a variety of traits representative of'the twentieth-
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century, st-tch as hj_s belief in violence. Some of the

rit.erature on sorel wirr be surveyed in chapter r in ord.er

to ilrustrate, firstry, the extent of the confusion sur-
rounding Sorel; and secondly, to show how much of this
literature deals with soreils political and social beliefs,
and not with his philosophy concerning man's knowledge of
life J-n general. ft is necessary to bear in mind that
attempts to categorize sorer are largely doomed to fairure.

i: The Soci-al and. Poli-tical Theories of Sorel

a. Sorel: The Philosophyer of
Revolutionary Syndicalism

One method that many commentators have used. in
j-nterpreting sorer is to place him within the framework of
a specific ideology, such as socj-alism or syndicalism. This

is a logical manner in which to treat sorel since he regarded

himserf for the greater part of his interlectual career as

a genuine Marxist, but problems arise when the shifts in
position in his intellectuar career are considered. some

critics prefer to stress the sympathy he showed towards the

proto-fascist Action Française around L9L2, or his acknow-

ledgement of the incipient
of placing Sore1 within a

by the apocryphal story of

restoration of it. by both

ments in the Lg2O'=.16

power of Mussolini. The difficulty
specific framework is demonstrated

his grave stone and the proposed

the Bolshevik and Italian qovern-
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The first ideology to be considered will be that

of anarcho-syndicalism, since this is the 1abe1 most

frequently applied to sorel, certainly by French historians
or by survey volumes of intellectual history of the period.
Sorel's most famous work, -Reflections on Violence, was

written during the peak of his interest in syndicalism,
and sj-nce syndicalism never had more than a minor impact,

the message of the book has tended to become obscured.

In Lg25 Georges michaellT treated syndicalism as

a natural outgrowth of French economic and political conditions
in the two decades preceding the First lrlorld. !,Iar. French

industry was backward, socialism was very nationaristic,
and the ind.ustriar proletariat was a small isolated group

in the midst of a predominantry rural and petit-bourgeois
curture. Because the syndicalists were isolated sor too,
v¡as Sorel, although he was never to escape the strong

tradj-tions and influences of the French provincial bour-
geoisie._. According to ltichael, sorer promoted the ed.ucation

of a proletarian group which was to be used as a revolutionary
tool in the future, sj-mply because he was aware of the enormous

material deficiencies of the syndicalist. movement, and the gap

that only revolutionary means could bridge.

A number of historians have dismissed Sorel as a
syndicalist, or certainly as a major influence on syndicalism,
because he d.id not have much contact with the actual militant
leaders. However, the French historian Robert Goetz-GireylS
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berieved thaÈ the syndicarist. philosophers $¡ere actuarly
very close in theory to the militants and aided them by

publicising the cause. Both militants and theorists wrote

for the same paper, Ivlouvement Socialiste. As well, Sorel

was a personal friend of the influentj_al leader, Fernand

Pelloutier. The two groups shared the same theories, such

as the gurf that must be consciously maintained between the

bourgeoisie and the intellectuals: the expansion into a

f ree society wj-th a f ederal j-st base: and Lhe use of a

general strike and of violence as a means of attack.
According to Geotz-Girey, syndicalism did not remain a

powerful force because of the lack of internal cohesion:

the unrealistic belief in the natural goodness of man,

similar to that of the anarchists; and the i_mpossibility

of running everything without recourse to an impartial power,

such as the stat,e.

A contemporary of Sorel's who primarily regarded

him as "the theoretician of revolutionary syndicalism, " v¡as

Antonio Gramsci, the founder of the Italian Communist party.
Although Gramsci did. not agree with all of Sorelrs theories,
he regarded Sorel as "a disinterested. friend. of the prolet-
ariat" and the possessor of the virtues of two earlier
socialists, having as he did "the harsh logic of Marx and

the restless, plebian eloquence of proudhon. "l9 Gramsci

disliked Sorel's followers, but felt that Sorel was not

responsible for their "spiritual meanness and crud.ity. "20
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A common approach towards Sorel the syndicalist

vras to dismiss syndicarism itself as a movement of little
importance. For example, the English writer, Vernon Lee,

in 1911, scornfully stressed the difference between French

or Latin ideas, and. Engrish good sense or reason. sorerrs
syndicalism was only a "very significant kind of revoru-
tionary ideal-mongering"2l while the myth of the general

strike was willed by philosophers, something "they have mad.e

out of their own braj-n f umes, the j_r own burnt pinch of
historical mummy-dust.u22 ¡{yths v¡ere simpry blund.ers, and

syndicarism a revort against social improvement and humanit-

arianj-sm. Often Anglo-Saxon historians dismissed syndicalism

as peculiarly a French movement which had. Iittle or no

relevance for non-Latin countries. The only innovative
concept of sorelrs, they said, T^ras the myth of the general

strike which was nothing more than a slogan. Both syndi-
calism and sorer were products of the French revorutionary
tradition which included "too many pictures of revolutionary
heroes storming the barricades with wide-open mouths.,,23

The great gap in the logic of syndicalism was the belief
that élan or impursiveness could ever win victories. since

syndicalism was so lacking in strength it was easy to
d.ismiss Sorel in a patronizing manner as a suburban

bougeois who used events and ideas such as the general

strike, the Bolshevik Revolutionr or the March on Rome

merely as "escapist devices from the slothful slough of
modern civilization .u24
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b. Sorel the Marxist

Sorel has also been classified as a Marxist
thinker, rather than the more specialized syndicalist. rn

the sense used by some commentators on sorer, Marxism is a

very broad definition, rather than a narrovr party line.
sorel was always greatly interested in Marxian ideas, being,
in fact, one of the first French j-ntelrectuars to introduce
Iv1arx to France. The sentj-ment was not often reciprocated
by other ltlarxists. For example, ât the time of his death \
j-n 1922 he was described by the communist rnternational as

a "reactionary petty-bourgeois proudhonist and anarcho-

syndica1ist. "25

One of the earliest British critics of Sorel, the

anti-Fabian Bertrand Russerlr26 concruded that sorer was

part of a two-pronged attack on Marxismr ârr attack which

accused Marxism of being out of touch with new conditions
at the turn of the century. sorel and the revolutionary-
syndicarists attacked Marxism from without, while the attack
from inside was led. by the revisionist school of Edouard

Bernstein. After reading The Decomposition of Marxism and

Reflections on violence, Russelr decided that, according to
Sorel, the essential and core belief of Marxism is the

class war which must be ret.ained at any prj_ce. However,

in the end., Russell lamely concluded that Sorel had aban-

doned Marxism and become a royalist.
Sammy Berachars book was originally written as
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notes for a course at a syndicalist schoor at roulouse for
which Beracha proposed the name Écore c. sorel. Beracha

crassifÍed sorer as "le grand tháoricien du syndicarisme

révolutionnaire" but since he was concerned with the position
of Marxism in the world, the polarization into two armed

camps, for and against Marxism, and between Marx and

Nietzsche, he looked at sorer not as a syndicalist, but as

a Marxist stand.ing outside the main rine of d.escent.27 sorel
was not interested in economic forces but only in the class
struggle, and therefore helped in deforming the exact

thought of lvlarx. "Le sor6lisme est une d.octrine bas6e sur

ra psychologie du prolátariat, arors gue re marxisme est
entÍèrement construit sur les cond.itiorrs 6"onomiques en

évorution. "28 Hor"rr"t, sorer had an enormous infruence on

the development of Marxist thought because he d.emonstrated

for the first time that the idea of the class struggle
cannot be separated from Marxj_st economics.

Two other historians who concluded that 
"sorel- 

was

fundamentalry a Marxist were the famous rtalian schol_ar and

friend of Sorelfs, Benedetto ctocer29 and the American,

Jacques Barzun. For Barzun, Sorel was also one of the
leading sociologists of his time who had passionatery

attempted to salvage Marx by devising a scientific
sociology.30 His major preoccupation was solvíng the
probrems arising from ldarxism, not that of removing Marxism.

Like Barzun and Russell, croce regardeà sorel as a Marxist
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?'rr¡¡ho was also one of "the more cautious Marxists"Jr arong

with Kautsky and Bernstein.32

c. Sorel the Anarchist Revolutionary

sorel has also been classified as having elements

of anarchist thought, partry because of his ties with,the
syndicates. However, George woodcock, in his major history
of anarchism, concluded that sorel was only on the fringe
of anarchist thought, since he courd have moved eíther
right or left. He was really a social philosopher, rather
than a syndicalist. philosopher, who tried. to reconcile Marx,

Bergson, and his own thought through anarchism. The generar

strj-ke was not important but the social- myth hras. Through

ideas such as the belief that in viol-ence and extreme moments

man fj-nds himself, sorel foreshadowed Marraux and sartre.
Although Sorel based a ne!{ Marxian philosophy on

a social and ethical revorution, as werl as on an economic

and poritj-cal one, for one French historian, Jacques Rennes,

sorel I s philosophy was of less significance than his revol-
utionary traits. rn common with one wing of anarchism he

was primarily and predominantly a revolutionary, although
he was a revolutionary who merely folrowed the crass struggle
with a passionate interest and dj-d not become physicalry
invorved. "sa direction philosophique est d'une absolute

netteté. 11 est r6volutionnaire-né; il voudrait provoquer

un renversement dans f idéologie.,,33
sorel did have a lot in common with the anarchists,
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and with respect to his romantic nature was closer to the
anarchists who advocated a violent revolution than to the
methodical trade union organizers with whom he was onry in
contact for a few years. To later criti_cs he was not an

anarchist, but "a paradoxicar figure . a man of the
left who ended up nearer to the right r'34 whose place ray
with Mussolini, not with Kropotkin or perloutier, but by

many anarchists of his own age he was regarded with respect
and sympathy as "le 

"seul 
penseur socialj-ste.,,35 George

Valois, a notable figure because of his subsequent connections
with French fascism in the Lg2o'=,36 regarded sorel as a

strong formative influence on many of the leading anarchists
in France in the d.ecade before the First lrlorrd. war. !,Ihen

sorer died, valois said of him, "r bow and pray before the
tomb of the man to whom r owe so much."37 A contradiction
in sorel's nature is visi-bre here, since if anarchists tike
valois regarded sorer so highly, why did a number of them

turn to fascism. Even valoj-s recognized this anomary and.

said of sorer, "il sera toujours marais6 d.e d6fenir sorer
. c'est un 6crivain qui 6chappe à toute a6finition.,,38

d. Sorel the prophet of Fascism

One label which has been frequently applied. to
sorel, and which, more than anything else, has contributed
to hj-s neglect, has been that of fascism. since the ascension

to power of lvlussolini in L922, argument has raged concerning

the influence of sorel on the rise of fascism in the
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twentieth century, especially in rtary where his influence
was greater than in France, and where a number of his
supporters became followers of Il Duce.

One side of the attack is that Sore1, and hi_s two

main theories of violence and the myth, contributed to the
Zeitgeist, to the pre-war rtalian intellectual and spÍrj-tual
uneasiness, while the other is that Sorel "contributed. nothing
to the mental hodge podge that was Mussolini,,39 and that
"the fascist corporate states has little in common with
Sorel r s society of syndicat"". ,,40

To a number of scholars, Sorelrs myth was his major
proto-fascj-st creation since they felt that the rtarian
fascists and Hitler adopted it, and adapted it for poritical
use. Accordj-ng to them, sorelrs ideas were of importance

because the myth was his alone and was not part of the

intellectual crimate of opinion. Although sorel was not
a fascist, he was "one of the first to apply philosophical
irrationalism d.irectly to. politics. ,,41

Hitlerrs Weltanschauung, which he had partly
acquired through the influence of Mussolini, $¡as nearly
the same thing as the myth, also possessing the qualities
of no comþromj-se, total acceptance, dogrmatic intolerance,
and fanatici=*.42 Furthermore, since sorel was a "conserv-
ative" (because he was opposed to state interventj-on in all
spheres) and since "it is a statement valid without exception
Lhat all thinkers even remotely connected with fascism and
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its precursors have been prompted by conservative instincts, ',43

then sorel, like pareto and spengler, had cleared the path
to fascism.

These three thinkers all shared "the root fact of
fascism--the feeling of the pointlessness of positive effort.u44
They v¡ere part of the group of pathetic modern thinkers who

had rost the noble beliefs of former periods. Not onry
were they outside the liberal-democratic tradition, they
were outside the socialíst one as welr. The quest forr

certainty, which was carried out j-n an atmosphere of d.oom,

red steadily in one direction, a direction frightening for
all good liberals. Not onty did this lead indirectry to
Mussolini but also directly to the philosophy of ,,a genuine

and furr-btooded Fascist"45 like Georges valois. Therefore,
to those historians who regarded sorer as the prophet of
fascism, his opposition to hypocrisy, and hj-s creation of
the myth easily turned into the glorification of direct
action, absolute abstract thinking, Blut u¡d Boden racism,
and violence without end.

e. Sorel the Sociologist

Despite sorel's highry contemptuous opinions of
sociology, he has been classified occasionally as a socior-
ogist himserf. This approach is particularly coîrmon in
Amerj-can academic circles, although it was also the conclusion
of Jean Deroo who found that despite Marxism being ,'l'épine

dorsare d.e lroeuvre de sorel ,u46 his primary preoccupation
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v¡as a sociologi-cal study of contemporary soci-ety. Historical
materialism was only a sociological method. sorel was a
sociologist who attempted to describe, wj-thout a partj-san

spirit, the conditions that he saw about him. Ho$¡ever, his
sociological studies did become embellished. with moralistic
overtones.

rn one of the major American books on sorel, rrvi_ng

Horowitz¡ ân American professor of sociology, wrote a highry
criticar poremic on soreils politicar sociorogy. Horowitz
was totally opposed to sorel, not only in his philosophical
and intellectual structure, but also in spirit, since Horowitz,
a firm admj-rer of rationalism and democracy, could find no

justification for any defence of irrationalist doctrines.
sorel was "essentialry a minor figure in the history of

i'7ideasr " " since some of his ideas, such as syndicalism, were

soon proven useless with greater industrializatj_on, but
mainly because sorel lacked "any sense of construction,,4S

and was torn between "descriptive and prescriptive erements .u49

"He sacrificed precision at every junction. Never too crear
as to his own moti-vations, he transmitted these into his
work in the form of unresolved. paradoxes.,,50

Although Horowitz felt that Sorel was a firm
supporter of the j-rrationalj-st doctrines which he defined,
other critics berieved that he was a philosopher who studied
non-rationar erements in human behavior, not an irration-
alist thinker per se. For example, like Gustave Le Bon,
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sorer had studied mass behavior from a psychorogical point
of vj-ew, particularry mass j-ve popular involvement in politics.
using the same methodorogy, sorel and Le Bon had arrived at
similar concrusions on the re-evaruation of science, and

the importance of j-rrationar or non-rational component¡ in
mass psychology in historical movements. unfortunately¡ âs

well as being "prophets for the epoch to comer,'51 ,'both

Sore1 and Le Bon had a significant influence on totalitarian
politicar theory beyond French borders in the twentieth
century ru52 since their studies laid the groundwork for
the rise of totalitarian systems.

A far more generous study done on Sore1's sociology
was that of Jules Monnerot, a leading French historian and

sociologist, in a study of sorel's development of the concept

of the myth, and of Sorel the sociologist, not Sorel the

political theorist. t"lonnerot believed that critics should

be very careful where they placed sorerr êrs he resisted
strongly being categorized as either Right or Left. Too

many historians have looked at certain objects that he

studied, such as the syndicat, and, not at the scope of his
vision. lvhere sorel differed from other sociologists who

studied the myth, such as Durkhej_m, was that he studied

the myth in action and tried to get inside it, not just
regardì-ng it as a paleontorogist wourd a fossir. Therefore,

according to lvlonnerot, sorel's myths have a future where

the other myths d.o not. The great distinction between
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sorel and other philosophers is that he rearized that myths

were always present, not just existing in the past or among,

primitive people. He was 'l'opticien par excellance des

grands mythes du vingtième siècle. "53 Sorel shares the

same fate as thinkers like Machiavelli, Hobbes, Mosca or
Pareto. One can specialize in Ia connalssance or in la
puissance but those who specj-a1ize in la çonnaissance de

la puissance enter a dangerous field where their reputations

are continuously attacked.

f. Sorel the Political Theorist

For those critics who have preferred to treat
Sore1 primarily as a political theorist, the comparison

with Machiavelli has been habituar. As a political theorist,
it has been easier to group sorer either in a particurar line
of descent, such as from Machiavellii or with a specific group

of his contemporarj-es, such as with Mosca, l"licheIs, and.

Pareto, although even here he is regarded as standing

slightly on one sid.e, being by nature a "political extremis¡. "54

Like Machiaverli he acknowledged the essential existence of
force in politics, and the possibÍlity of using conflict and.

strife as a means of regenerating society. politics was seen

as a form of warfare. "This emphasis upon conflict repre-

sents a radical break with the classical-medieval tradition
of political thought, and is distinctively modern. "55 LÍke

Pareto, Mosca, and lfichels he did not _accept words or ideas

at face value, but searched behind for their hid.den intent.
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However, fot one writer at least, Sorel was primarily
apoliticar, since while Machiavetli had hoped to eliminate
uncertainty by a rationar 1egaI order, sorer "possesses no

vision beyond the anarchy of the class struggle, beyond

the heroj-c brotherhood forged in battle with the bourgeoisie,
and the joy of creation in the workshop. "56

Apart from his indirect descent from Machj-avelli,

sorer was also seen as the logical successor to those French

political wrj-ters who shared an intrinsj-c aversion to govern-

menÈ, po\^¡er, and the belief in "natural lav¡". Sorel's views

on progress, syndicalÍsm, and the general strike, and his
fear of power and his desire for its destruction were more

extreme than similar ideas held by Tocquevirle and proudhon.

However, all three thinkers $rere united by the same dislike
of the centralj-zation of power, and all three adopted and

expanded the idea that polver is inherently evil. According

to this viewpoint sorel was not an original thinkerr âs arl
his ideas were taken from someone,glse, and. although he had

a broad knowledge, it was quite shallow.

ii. Sorel the Rational Irrationalist

Some critics have preferred not to fit Sorel into
an ideologicar grouping such as syndicalism or socialism but

have tried. to place him in the movement at the turn of the

century that attacked rationalj-sm and intellectualism,
stressing the irrational nature of pol.itical behavior and

emphasizing the power of intuition, violence, energy, and
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personal and moral forces. rn this light sorel was occasion-
arly seen as a misinterpreted rationalist. usually those

critics who placed him in the irrationarist fold also
regarded him as a forerunner of fascj_sm.

John Bowle saw Sorel as an irrational anti-
intellectual, irresponsible and destructive,' rho"" ideas

were unthinkable in the complex organization of modern

industriarization with its need for internationar order.

"rn history he saw no plan and little progress; in poritics
only i-mprovisation: in ideas only myth. Thj-s dark revor-
utionary was to provide Fascism with a much needed polj_ticar
philosophy. He was to make a major contribution to the

disasters of the twentieth century."57

Another influential historian, Leszek Korakowski,

called sorel a Jansenist Marxist, a destroyer not a build.er,
and the creator of the myth, whj-ch is irrational emotion-

alism. The myth was "an attack of sentiment against
analytical reason in generar. "58 sorel was an illustration
of how the extreme forms of left-wing and right-wing
radicalism eventually converge.

The attempt to classify sorel as an i-rrationalist
or a rationalist generates more conflict than efforts to
place hi-m in other categories. For example, two modern

reviewers have examined the influence of vicots theories
of history upon sorelian concepts and have arrived at two

radically opposing conclusions. According to patrick
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Hutton, sorel, who racked "the irony and grandeur of vicors
q.o

conception""' of history denied the raÈional side of
thought. Through re-examining Marx while under the infru-
ence of vico, sorer eventually classified. Marxism as

another form of mythology (although he did. not abandon

Marxism) .

Using the same methodology as Hutton, Richard

vernon concluded that sorer had been mistakenly considered

as an irrationarist whereas in the context of his philosophy

of history he was "a rationalist manqué, who tried to retain
the substantive ambitions of nineteenth century phirosophies

of history while skepticarly narrowing the scope of reason.,,60

sorelrs development of two concepts of history, the causal

or psychological, and the retrospecti-ve or scientific,
anticipated the future interpretations of structuralism
and phenomenalism. syndicalism and violence were also
rational erements since syndicalism was part of the rational,
technological world while violence was a means to separate

this rational world from the irrational, externar world of
man and nature.

Attempts to portray Sorel as either a rationalist
or an irrationalj-st were'also made through examining the

infruence that either Bergson or Nietzsche had upon his
thought. An enormous number of writers had supposed.ly

infruenced sorer--such as Taine, Renan or proudhon--but

Bergson and. Nietzsche are the two names to which he is
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most commonly tied. For example, the English reviev/er,
Arthur Lewis, in a contemporary account of syndj-calism,

said. that sorel was a Bergsonian before he had ever read

Bergsonr6l while Genevieve Bianquis, in a study of
Nietzsche's j-nfruence in France, thought that sorel had

acquired from Nietzsche, even if indirectly, the i_dea of
struggle and. the revolution of the slave cras=.62 soret
was also said to have adopted one of the significant
erements of twentieth century thought, the cult of person-

arism, of personar leadership, as advocated by Bergson and

Nietzsche. sorer had supposedry been greatry influenced
by Bergson's vitali-st philosophy, adopting the Bergsonian

psychological epistemology in order to examine Marxi=*.63

His revolutionary theories had been influenced by Bergson's

revolutionary psychology.

iii. Sore1 the l,foralist

some of the most intriguing appraisals of sorel
are thoE"e which describe his religious or moralistic
qualities. By applying the classi-fication of moralist
to him, critics have no longer felt obtiged to force him

into a specific mourd, such as on the right wing or left
wing of politicar thought. Just as with other labels, like
Ivfarxism or irrationalism, the title of ,'moralist" can have

a wide variety of connotations.

rn 1907 Benedetto croce disc.ussed soreil s position
as a moralist. "ce qui, à *on avis, caract6ris6 sorel est
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Ìa conscÍence, chez lui Ia plus vive, des problèmes

moraux.'64 Arthough sorel wourd never parad.e himself as

a moralist, and arthough he disliked moralistic and lj_terary
vanity, he wrote to croce in agreement: "vous avez nota-
mment très bien. reconnu querre est la grande pr6-occupation

de toute ma vie: la g"rrà"" historique de 1a morale.,,65

According to Croce, all the pet hatreds of Sore1 --the
politicians, intellectuals, Jacobins, Marcus Aurelius,
Renan, etc.,--had supported transj-to\y varues and material
interests that did. not conform with reality, only with
rhetoric. sorel¡ orr the other hand, admired "une morale

austàre, s6rieuse, d6pouilláe d'emphase et d.e bavardages. "66

Like Croce, a nunber of contemporaries of Sorel,
or critics writing in the r920's, stressed the moralistic
aspect. In 1909, Ernest Dimnet, in an attempt to make

Sorel's name and work more widely known to the English

public, praised Sorel as a hard.-headed engineer with a

respect for facts and reality who nevertheress possessed

"a moral doctrine nearly akin to Jansenism."67 Sorel had

built his philosophical system on ethical motives, and

arthough he had mistaken the character of the proletariat,
his "reintroduction of morals into the metaphysj-cs of labor
is a wonderful change for the better. "68 In one of the

first full length studies of Sorel, Gaetan pirou agreed

with Dimnetrs assessment of the originar technical slant
to Sorel's thought, and arrived at a parallel conclusion
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that Sorel was "un moraliste, âpr. et =érrèr".,,69 A major

German critic of sorelrs, Michaer Freund, also thought

that moralistic and christian concepts characterized
sorer more than anti-crerical ideas: the pessimism, the
heroic energy which ncessitates the struggle against evil
and sin which are the eternal values that no human trans-
formation can abolish, the sense of sacrific".70 To Roger

soltau, sorer was essentially a "morarist and a psychol-

ogist, more interested in the motives of human actions
than in thei-r practical aspects.,,71 on the centenary of
hj-s birth, it was said of Sorel that "1e but de ce

révotutionnaire est une révorution moraIe. "72 E=".rrtiarry
he had the same aims as charles eáguy, both of them being

"d.es champions d.e la force d'âme ,,73 but whereas péguy

had accented 1_'âr., Sore1 had emphasized Ia force.
As the title of his book suggests, Richard

Humphrey, the American author of Georq.es Sorel: prophet

without Honor, h/as somewhat partial to sorel. one of the

first Americans to devote a complete work to Sorel, he

concluded that Sorel was not only ,'one of the most pro-

vocative and baffling figures of modern thought,uT4 but

also, with Nietzsche and Freud, one of the great prophets

of the modern "g".75 Humphrey believed that critics had

failed to reach beneath the surface of Sorel's thought,

where, if they had done sor they would have found an

essential unity, a search for a new system of et.hics.
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sorel I s work r+as held together by a search for those things
that would hart the movement towards degeneration. This
berief in the endless confrj-ct between degenerate nature
and the heroic, free epj-sodes of man's history is the "key',
to all the "apparenÈ inconsistencies of sorel's thougrhtr"
the "myth" that "provided the inner meaning and dynamic

force to all his thought and. work.u76 since riberation is
possible only through action, sorel as a thinker was

dominated by great fruidity; and Humphrey condemned. those
philosophers who attempted to "analyze his writing as if
they v¡ere separatery formulated. philosophic systems ."77

Sorel the moralist could also be seen in an

intensely unflattering lightr ërs a hypocrite who had no

deep ties to any of the groups and principles which he

professed to berieve, such as syndicarism. This slightly
pathetic figure, isolated in his "g'arret" at Boulogne-

sur-seine was "egoistic as a phirosopher and. ambitious
as a morarist. "78 He was self-distrustful and timid, yet
wanted society to be "self-sacrificing, serf-confid.ent,
and heroic. "79 Even his virlains !{ere the projections of
his own personalj-ty (with the implication by these critics
that they did not exist otherwise.) He was a hypocrite
when he asked the syndicates to ignore materiar claims

while he rived on his pension, and. criticj-zed the state
while smugly retaining its respect in the Legion of Honor

ribbon he always wore.
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iv. Sorel the Ïdeologue of Violence

Oddly enough, the most famous (or infamous)

politicar theory of sorel's, that of the necessity of
violence, and the distinction between force and. viorence,
has been ignored more than any other of his doctrines. Most

historians tend to shy away from it, or to avoid it as far
as possible. Yet usually when brief references are made

to sorel, in survey histories, or in relationship to other
men, for example, it is this creed of viorence for which he\
is remembered. Thus he was a "pessimist moaning for broodr,,Sg

"grist to the Fascist nillr "8l and "that highly undependabre

philosopher of violence ."82 For the Fabi-an historian,
G.D.H. cole, sorel was a man who took the love of violence
to an extreme, to the level of mutuar extermination, in
order to develop heroic virtues for no reason whatsoev"r.83

A defence of the theory of violence is rare.
However, Neil Mcrnnes concluded that "myth and violence
are not peripheral to our society: they are central
phenomena, and likely to endure as far into the future as

we can see. sorel was the first to rook this fact i-n the
face. "84 Mcrnnes defended sorel because, although in many

respects he had antj-cipated Nazj-sm and totalitarian d,emocracy,

he did not support alr forms of viorence. since violence
exists in arr societies, sorerrs defence of violence is
as relevant today as it was in his own times. sorel's
philosophical system is not j-mportant but, his notions of
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myth and violence are, especially as ,'there is not a Line
in his work to condone systematic violence or violence
applied otherwise than by a progressi-ve moralj-ty of
liberty. "85

v. Sorel the Unclassifiable

The finar broad category i-n which sorel wirl be

considered is that dealing with his influence on his
contemporaries, and his position either as an eccentric,
isorated critic, or as a genuine, if somewhat unique,
representative of his own tj-mes. A great many historians
have preferred to treat sorer in this manner, and not as a

man possessing a certain ideology or peculiarly distj_nct
concept. Among the men who knew hj_m personally there was

no more unity of conclusion regarding his contradj_ctory

nature and his prace in European intellectual history than
there would be in later decades. often the only common

consensus concerned his ability to make other men thl_nk,

to shake their precöhceived opinions.
When Sorel died in LgZ2, the majority of the

obituary notices crassed him as a contradictory, elusj-ve

figure. To some, he was one of the continuing line of
original, eccentric and contradictory political and moralist
thinkers, "une des physionomies res prus curj_euses de ce

tempsr "86 an amateur sociorogist who became an ardent
revorutionary syndicalist and Borshevik. rn the books

or memoirs of hj-s contemporaries this discerning thj_nker
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was one of "les grands agitateurs de Ia foure humaine ruST

a man whose doctrines formed the central meeting point of
Marx and Nietzsche. "rr y a chez ce maitre à ra fois
profond et décousu, genial et incompret, des 'th6ories
second.es' qui ne sont ni. les moins riches en d6couvertes

intellectuelles ni les moi-ns reveratri-ces de sa saissante
originalit6. "88 Even those who were personally hostire
to sorer, and who disriked his rack of constancy, his
j-nf luence on Mussolini, or his lack of patrj_otismru possessed

the typically ambivarent attitude of many of sorel's critics.
sorer might be a "petÍt bourgeois exaspérá, " "bavard. conme

une pj-e, máchant comme un si-nge, savant comme un b6n6dictinr,,
yet he was stiIl a "prodigieuse excitateur de pens6e,,,89

from whose contradictory and diverse work escaped the rays
of genius. rn the 1920's, wyndham Lewis, another eccentric,
thought that sorer, "a highly unstable and. equi-vocal

figurer " who seemed "composed of a crowd. of warring
personalitiesr "90 *u" the key to all contemporary political
thought.

For Mario Missiroli, Sorel was "Ie dernier grand
./ . _ o'lecr.ivain d.e ra France contemporaine r"'- while according to
charres Maurras, "Georges sorel appartient par sa grande

. ... _ ^curiosité des ijtres et des choses à cette race d'esprits
critiques dont Ia práoccupation principale se porte sur
les efforts de 1'histoire plutôt que sur Ies r6sultats,
sur les itinéraires prutôt que sur les points d,arriv6e.,92
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stuart Hughes also stressed sorelrs inconsistencies. He

regarded sorel as a man possessed of a great "central
ambivalen"er "93 a "baffling accumulation of parad.oxes

and contradictiorsr "94 *ho vJas possessed by nature of an

"irrespressible disputatiousnessr "95 and had influentiar
and repellent traits that were "irrational, quixotic and

hateful. "96 yet Hughes praced him amongst the greatest
social thinkers of the twentieth century, wit.h pareto,

Mosca, Croce, Weber, Freud and Bergson, since his mind

was "a windy crossroads by which there blew nearly every
new social doctrine of the twentieth century."9'7

Despite the increased interest in sorel in the
1960's and the 1970's, sorel's philosophy still has not
been completely examined in any great depth. usually only
his political views are studied, arthough these rested on

the conclusions that he had. drawn from history, arL,
religion, archaeology, ethnics, law, morality, psychorogy

and philosophy. Many commentators reacted emotionally to
sorel, especi-aIIy because of his links with fascism, which
has led to the neglect of any study on his infruence j_n

France. serious treatments of his two major theories,
those of violence and the myth, are still few and far
betweenr ês are those on the relationship between sorer
and his contemporaries. The most apparent trend in the
historiography of sorel is the increased respect that he

has received from criÈics in the past äecade.
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The next chapter wirl examine soreils theory of
knowledge, in order to demonstrate his mistrust of a

precise world view. He was a pessimist, regarding an

optimistic view of man as not only undesirable, but
dangerous as weII. His view of consciousness, of the

individual and society, was strongly opposed to previous
rat j-onaI and liberal j-deas. rn many ways he was a religious
thinker who did not possess a religious faith. But if
sorel was opposed to the traditional philosophy of man

and knowledge, he was arso avrare that his own philosophy

demanded a nelr ranguage with whj-ch to com¡nunicate the

concepts of the second, unknown, mysterious area of rife.
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CHAPTER II

SORELIS THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE:

NATURE AND MAN

In his historical and political philosophies,
Georges sorel was always d.eepry preoccupied with the probrems

of la connaissance. overr and over again in his writing he

stated that he was looking for the reasons why men were

motivated in certain directions, to perform specj-fic actions,
and not others. rt is the premise of this thesis that he

found this motivation by dividing man and his thought into
two worlds, a limited. world of rationality and science,

which could be exprained in conventional language, and an

erusive world of irrationality and nature, which required.

another method. of communication. sorer believed. that
absorute rules regarding,man's knowledge of the exterior
world. are useress, and that the onry certainties that are

to be found concern creativity and action.
Sorel's division of the world into two areas of

knowredge r¡ras linked to the revolution in scÍence that
occurred at the turn of the century. The classicar system

of physics v¡as to break down for two main reasons: because

of attacks upon the philosophicar and met.aphysical basis of

38
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the mechanistic system; and because of an increasing number

of revorutionary di-scoveries which courd no longer be

explained by the old theories. The leading scientific
crj-tics, Pierre Duheim, wilhelm ostwald, Ernst Mach, Henri

./Poincaré, and Karr pearson first of alr attacked the pre-
occupation with mechanics, and ultimately the very assumptions

upon which the Newtonian world of physics rested. rn 1900

Ivlax Planck attacked the nineteenth century principle of
continuity, and in 1905, in the "speciar Theory of Rela-
tivity", the great theoretician, Albert Einstein, was to
revolutionize the sacred concepts of time and space. Any

eternal absolutes in the eternar world had to be discarded,
whether absolutes of time and. space, matter or energy. The

major revolutions in biology, with the advent of g.enetj-cs,

and in physics emphasized. the randomness of nature. Thus

certainty in science was declared a d.elusion, and chance ¡nras

an integral law. rn the twentieth century, phirosophy and

science moved closer together:. 
" 

rr some \^¡ays philosophy

emurated science when it began to study limited philosophical
problems as science studies problems, instead of enti_re

systems.

unlike many socialists, who continued confidently
to link Marxism to science, ignoring the upheaval in that
fierd, sorel was welr aware of the revorution in science,

and its consequences, particularly the destruction of
certainty. (The circle of intellectuals with whom he was
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acquainted included. physicists rike Jean perrin and paur

Langevin. ) I He frequently deplored the divisj-on that had.

arisen between phirosophy and science. rndeed, among the
irrationalists who stressed the shifting, fluid, mysterious
quali-ties of man and nature, a number of engineers,
technicians, and mathematicians figured prominently. Among

them was sorerr âs well as men like pareto and T. E. Hurme.2

whereas sorel rooked to physics, regard.i-ng biorogy as

basically unscientific, some of his contemporaries, like
Bergson, berÍeved that. since evolution had forced phirosophy
into assuming that progress was a universal law, then "lj_fe
is a universal stream of becoming in which divisj_ons are
illusory and reality can be lived but not reasoned abouÈ.,,3

sorel divided nature into two realms, ,'natural"

and "artificial". Natural nature described arr of nature,
the meaningless world of chaos, disaster, flux, and incoher-
ence which man courd never contror or predict. No raws or
hypotheses courd be written for this arbj_trary, confusing,
indeterminate world, for man wourd never understand it or
its rerationship to himself. certainly he wourd never be

able to exert any form of control. Any philosopher who

imagined. that he was able to write absolute and universal
laws for this world'was guilty of the sin of "scientisr",
of falsely applying rational d.octrines to that which was

utterly irrationar, or of generarizíng from the specific
to the universal. Man must aband.on ,,alr hopes of discovering
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a complete science of nature.,,4 ,,Scientism,, was one of
the sins of the Encyclopedists, and of the modern intel-
lectuars, rike spencer and Haecker. They glibry d.evised

cosmological hypotheses to exprain the worrd, and then

went on to form similar theories about the worrd of men.

They disliked specialization, control or painstaking
(discipline." For sorel, the onry manner in which man could.

understand this senseless world of mystery vras not through
j-mmutabre laws but through images and metaphors, and even

these Ì¡¡ere of limited va1ue.

This world of waste and hazard was separated by

an unbridgeable chasm from the world of artificial nature
where science and technorogy could logically exist. A man-

made worrd, it included a doctrj-ne of progress, of scientific
predictability, and of rational Iaws. rt was artificiar
because man created it through machines, in order that he

might have a smal1 bulwark of stability and. freedom against
the malevolent, hostile forces of nature. Freed.om existed
only in this worrd. The machj-nes that man j-nvented were

models of forces in nature, but being models, and not
abstract laws, were of limited validity. As man's know-

ledge of machines increased, 
. 
so, too, did his knowledge,

which was always based on precise, not abstract principles,
on statistics and provable facts. Artificiar nature was

continually changing and adapting as man's understanding

of machines $¡as transformed. only in this sphere could
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scientific knowledge exist. This distinction of sorel's
between natural and artificial nature was strongry infru-
enced by the simirar conclusj-ons of vico, that men could
know geometry and arj-thmetic in an absolute sense, because

those were the work of their intelligence, but not nature,
which was the work of God. vico had. denied "à I'homme la
possibilitá de posséder Ia science d.e ce qu'il n,a pas

fait. "6

The artificial worrd was created and maintained
by technology which was the basis of every historical
doctrj-ne, whether economical, politicar, philosophical
or social. hlithout technology man could have neither a

limited understanding of nature, nor of himself. Man was

totally homo faber, and his cognit.ion rnras derived from his
ovJn creativity. rn other words, technology was a method

of comprehending the world, a form of ranguage. with his
"respect for precision and. crarity"T sorel severery rimited
the areas of absorute knowledge, discarding abstract
scientific principles and generalizations, in favour of
probabilities and concepts which could be proven on a
factual basis. A key element j-n soreils epistemology was

this distinction between optimistic generalities or

"scientisn", and pessimistic technorogy. (Hurme also
strongly disliked scientific determinism which he viewed

as a mental strait jacket. )

Sorelrs emphasis upon technology may have been
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partry derived from his engineerj-ng background, his prolet-
arian sympathies, or through the influence of Marx, but in
his heavy emphasis upon technology he went much further
than his Marxist and sociarist contemporaries. As Robert
Louzon pointed out, sorel had pushed Marx's historical
materiarism to an extreme with his revoluti-onary and social
philosophy of "1'ouvrierisme",I the belief that man,s method

of knowledge is tied to his mode of productj-on.

This fundamental assertion of Sorel's, that
technology is of vit,ar importance, has been ignored by many

historians who have portrayed him rather as a breaker of
machinery, a man rooking to the past. This misreading of
sorer may be due to the fact that amongst the irrationalist
thinkers there was often an und.ercurrent of doom, a feering
that the new industrialized world would d.estroy civilization,
such as is found in the novels of D. H. Lawrence.

For Sorel, technology was the basis for much of
his philosophical constructions.9 He believed that in
order to comprehend another civilization, the historian
must examine the underrying technology or the artificial
nature of that era. rn this manner the historian could
decipher the principres upon which that civirj-zation was

built, for social, ethical, and potitical doctrines were

the superstructures of the machine and technology.

Man could. not foretell the future of society,
because he could. not predict new inventions, upon which
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society would be based. This was another leadi_ng principle
of sorel's, that it i-s impossibre to read the future, since
no man knew the sociar mechanisms that wourd exist in a

few years, especially considering how difficult it was

even to reason clearly and ratj_onalry about the present.
Man must limit his ambitions, and be content to study
those indicators, such as technorogy, which wourd show him

how to "construire des mobires pour sa conduite, et de les
construire 1ibrement.,,10

sorer placed a particurar emphasis upon the value
of productive work, berieving that those societies in which
the leading citizens no longer participated in prod.uction
were especially demoralized and decadent. ". dans les
classes sociales qui ne travairlent pas la démoraI-
isation est extrême. rr en a 6té ainsi dans tous Ies
siècres, €t c'est rà une loi d.e la nature humaine.,,ll
This emphasis upon the spj-ritual necessity of work was not
pecuriar to sorelr âs it was "very colnmon in philosophical
and social thought in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century, being folrowed by men as diverse as

John Ruskin, Pierre Joseph proudhon, and. Theodor Herz1.

Therefore, Sorel's criticism of the bourgeois
world was not due just to the corrupt, paralysed will of
the Third Republic with its continuar crises such as

Bourangism or panama, but because demo_cracy was based on

a farse premise, just as the world of the Greeks had been.
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No civilization could survive if the poriticar and economic

elite were consumers living off a producing srave or
proretarian class beneath them. Bourgeois society was

a society of merchants and consumers, not a productive
society at all. The future 1ay with the pro]-etariat, the
producers, the crass with the crosest bond to technorogy

who knew how to make the machine the servant of man. The

idear organizati-on of the proletariat was through the
syndicate, whi-ch was to dispense with any overseers. rn
the workshop, new and greater technology would be created
through the collective efforts of the workers. Not onry
did this emphasj-ze the more traditional varues of discipline,
persistence, and hard work, it also tied man to a community

upon which was based his sociar values and raws. The

proretariat must use the period of capitalism to train
themselves, through a long evolution, at the end of which

they would be "prod.ucteurs supárieurs,,I2

work, regarded it as art, and understood

everything that occurred in the workshop.

rend.re à la foj-s consciencieux, artistes
tout ce qui regarde Ia production.,,l3

who loved their
intelligently

"I1 faut les

et savants, d.ans

since man can never control or know the chaotic
world of naturar nature but only the arÈificiar world of
his creation, and since this worrd is moved through chance

and hazard as much as by any other force, then man must

resign himself to historical periods oi ¿.".¿ence, decrine,
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and mediocrity. "Decadence" is another highly significant
key to sorel's philosophy of knowredge. rndeed, the fear
of decadence was one of the central preoccupations of the
irrationalists, of men like Nietzsche, spengrer, and, Ivlax

stirner.14 This "maIaise" (as some critics termed it)
which often emphasized destruction, chaos, cruelty,
extremity, and death, \^ras opposed to civilization, organ-
ization, and moderation. rt regarded with abhorrence the
bourgeois support of rationalj-sm and democracy, and saw only
man's cruelty and indif f er"rr"..15 rn later g.enerations it
formed part of the exi-stentialist philosophy, and the
isoration of the individual, with the restricti-on of
choice, prevalence of determinism, influence of the
impersonal, lack of human responsibility, and. Ioss of

.16VAIUCS.

The fear of decadence took many forms, but most

of those who believed in the existence of the irrational
agreed totalry with T. s. Eliot that "our own period is
one of decline,'r7 and with Emile Faguet who wrote of the
lack of remedies to "this modern disease, the worship of
interlectual and morar incompetence. "lS Lasserre wrote
that sorel was very conscious of "un mal pésant sur notre
cond.ition comme un esclavage.,,19 Closer to Sorel, the
monarchist novelist and praywright paul Bourget had a

resounding theatrj-cal success in 1910 with La Barricade,
based upon a chapter in Reflections on viorence dealing
with bourgeois decadence.
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At no point in his work did Sorel ever give a

clear and succinct definition of decadence, yet he was

continually haunted by it. By decadence, sorel meant not
only that a society had rost the more humble virtues, such

as chastity and hard work, but arso that it had become

mediocre, without any distinguishi-ng characteristics.
There were no outbursts of heroism, of grandeur, of
creativity, of conflict. The cult of success dominated.

Polj-tics and economics $rere in total disarray, the military
was weak and j-mpotent, society had become bland, and. classes
and groups were indistinguishable one from the other. lvhen

conflict disappeared, then politics, economics, law and.

society would all disintegrate. Tradition was no ronger

regard.ed with respect, and creativity was still-born.
As in ancient Athens, the citizens were no longer inter-
ested in permanent varues like art, but only in securing
a peaceful and agreeabre rife. Decadence was the law of
ideologies., for ideologies sowed everywhere the seed.s of
desperation and death. Jures Monnerot, i-n a luminous

commentary on sorelrs theory of the myth, concruded that,
for sorel, "la d6cadence est l'átat òu une curture perd

ses caracterisques diffárentiellesr rrê correspond. plus
aux normes qui servent à 1a d6finir, la limite d.e r,6vorution
étant la perte totale de f identit6."20 The decadents r^¡ere

those who were resigned to this loss of identity.
Decadence could never be stÇpea permanentry since
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the natural worrd of chaos and brutality was arways pressing
upon man's artificial world. rf man relaxed his vigilence
for any moment, then his society would rose j-ts meaning

and start to decay. Man could make onry temporary stops in
this decay wher: his .action created a period of liberatj_on.
A ¡niddre ground of compromise and mod.eratj-on was impossible,
and indeed, was one of the symptoms of decline.

The optimists had never understood. the difficulties
of artering the character of individuar men, and. arso groups

of men. This extreme disrike of those who berieved in easy

sorutions was a never-ceasing motif in sorelrs work. Even

in L92L, he was still repeating that "je reste plus persuadé

que jamai-s que I'optimisme en matière de politique est à

Ia base des malheurs du monde, parce qu'il est basá sur
1'esp6rance de choses irr6arisables que rron veut faire
croire possibles aux masses, pour mieux res mener par re

- "2Iþout du nez.--- rt was important Lo realize that "on ne

peut remuer les masses en leur vantant Ie bon ordre,
I 'harmonie, Ia rationalité des choses existant es .,,22

For Sorelr Ers for T. E. Hulme, pessimism was

not a negative but a positive attitud.e, since at least
it contained the possibility of change (unlike the pessim-

istic individualism of the romantics, for example). The

true pessimist had few illusions about man, rearizing that
he was a frail, limited, feeble creature whose natural
weakness was as nothing when weighed against the brute
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shambles of nature. Because "notre nature cherchant toujours
à s 'áchapper vers ra d6cad.ence , u23 the movement toward.s

decadence and barbarism was naturar, but the opposite
movement towards greatness was very difficurt. Those who

considered man to have unrimited possj-bilities \^/ere not
facing up to reality.

once the essential weakness of man was recognized

the pessimist could begin to develop his will-to-d.eriverance
(another key phrase for sorel), the great creative act of
history, which optimism could. never achieve. rn studying
motivation and social movement in history, sorer believed
that the historian must look at the way in which thought is
dominated "by the conception of the path to d.eriverancer "

accompanied. by a "warlike excitement."24 The optimist wirl
never move at alr since he believes that in this best-of-aIl
possibre worrds, perfection will urtimately be reached¡ or
else, having failed, he will become embittered and dangerous.

A1I determinisms, like optimism or positivism, d.o not
recognize the strength of the forces weighing on man, and.

his intrinsic limitations, and therefore do not discern
the need for a conscious effort. one reason sorer was

attracted to syndicarism was because it was a movement

that acknowledged the necessity of struggre, and did not

fatalistically accept the strength of the opposition.
Sorelrs pessimism was a creative doctrine since

he believed whoreheartedly that freedom and a measure of
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J-ndependence courd be achieved primarily through man,s

constructi-on of machines. Technology was an intrinsic
part of the free spirit (and it must be emphasized again
that sorer praced enormous significance on the machine as

the basis of man's scientific and rationar knowledge). 
,i

one can only speculate, but it seems very probable that
sorel would have welcomed with great delight the arrival
of the computer â9ê, especialry as computers red to the
formatÍon of another distinct form of creativity and language.
The strength of pessimism (and true pessimism was not d.efeatist
in nature) was that it led to thi-s greater creativity, which
could help to thwart the inevitabre decline into d.ecadence.

I^¡it.h regard to his theory of knowledge, sorel
believed that knowledge of artificiar nature was obtained
through technology as a form of communication. Knowredge

of man and societyr on the other hand, was derived neither
from the individuar nor the masses but through a specific
group, and the hero, who embodied the virtues necessary for
man's survival. rn his conclusions about man and society
he was very close in spirit to the anarchist position.

sorel strongly attacked the cult of the individuar
and would not have agreed with men like Andrd Malraux who

lived out their own personal myths t oÍ with the concept of
the Promethean superman. part of his very strong aversion
to intellectuals and to the bourgeoisie was their instinctive
sympathy for the individual. This criticism of the over-
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emphasis upon the role of the individuar is found even in
his earliest works, rike Le procès de socrate and was

encouraged by the influence of vico who also ignored the
individual character of men. Apart from certain isolated
people, especially artists, the individuar did not exist
independently for he was both part of the community, such

as the familyr or the colrectivity, like the syndj_cate.

Basically, sorel's interests lay with the faceress men

of Picasso. 
o

Although he was not interested in the solitary
individual, apart from a few rare geniuses like socrates
or Lenin, sorel was not concerned with the masses either,
or even with any group as comprehensive and as large as

the modern natj-on state. He disregard.ed the sentiment
that the poor \^/ere intrinsically more virtuous than the
rich, a sentiment upon which many revolutions in the past
had been based. rn 1910 he praised p6guy's Jeanne d.'Arc

as the precursor of a revival in French nationalism, but
his interest in this nationalism from rgro to LgLz was an

aberration in the generar tenor of his thoughtr âs is shown

by his anti-chauvinistic statements during the First world
war. Like Gustave Le Bon, Gabriel Tarde, Emile Faguet., and.

Robert Michers, sorer was interested in group behavior. AII
these men, like lrlilfred Trotter and Graham !,Ialras in
England, believed the masses to be easily dominated,

passionate, fanatical, irrational, and often cruer. These

writers vrere opposed to equality since "equality is so
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contrary to nature that we have no right to torture nature
in order to establish real equality among men.,,25

sorel was especiarry opposed to the bourgeoisie
as a class because it had ignored the powerful_ force of
tradition. Tradition v¡as one of his absolutes, as it was

one of the clearest methods by which man courd study the
most permanent, inviolate erements of the human spirit.
Tradition did not mean ceremony, "the product of magical
superstitions ."26 For sorel, what had. frequently occurred
in the past will occur again in the future. For example,
this was why the syndicate was important, since "Ies
principes de 1'atelier bien organisé n'ont pas beaucoup

varié, depuis les temps les plus ancj_ens . .u27 ri"
was particularly fascinated by legal tradition and many

times deplored the fact that Marx and other socialists
had ignored the study of the tegal constructions of
historical soci-eties .

. " 
Although he did classify himself as a socialist,

and attacked the bourgeoisie so vehemently, sorel did not
really see the future, apart from the immediate futurer âs

lying with the proletariat, si-nce his phirosophy of man

was not based upon a class struggle. However, he did view
the proletariat as a group which, ât that particular point
in hi-story, possessed the possibirity of transformation.
The future ray with the proletari-at, but not the prolet-
ariat as an anonymous mass. Rather, ,rpon Marxian doctrines
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of sociarism, sorel superimposed his own doctrine of the
heroic, vital group, which was to lead society out of
decad.ence.

sorel was always interested in groups in history,
the minorj-ties that changed their own ages through epic
struggles. Jules Monnerot has given the name of bund to
these groups, that is "un groupe sélectionne . qui est
intraitable par le milieu, maisr âu contraire, le traite."28
A bund is not a party, such as the Bolshevik party o*f Leninr
for a party was at all times only interested. in conquerj-ng

state power, and using it to the party's advantage. The

bund was a state within a state, independent, self-
supporting, and possessing a distinct ethos and morality
of its own. sorer did not examine why some men \^¡ere

attracted to membership in a bund, and why some were not,
but thought, nevertheless, that many men courd not survive
on their own without exterior discipline, some of which

the family had provided in the past.

The bund was a spontaneous and disciplined group,

a nevJ aristocrâcy, "un gro.upement des hommes tes plus

dignes de gouverner ru29 similar to ,,elite troops, trained
by monastic life, ready to brave alr obstacles, and filled
with an absolute confidence in vi-ctory.,,30 The bund was

not an elite composed of men destined by birth, or by

power to rule, arthough it might work in the same fashion
as an elite, leading the masses in their struggre. Neither
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was it, like Nietzsche's morar eriter oE like the theories
of elites of Mosca and pareto, even if some of his supporters,
such as Georges valois, would later radically alter the
emphasis, turning' it into a fascist doctrine of born rulers.
The element that distinguished. the bund was its heroic
wilringness to follow a myth which inspired it to action,
not its intrinsic qualities. The revolutionary battles
in the future wilr be "corlections of heroic exploits
accomplished by j-ndivj-duars under the influence of an extra-
ordinary enthusia=*. "31 ïn the syndicate, the workers

remained individuals, but part of the group.

rf the bund was the group, then the individ.uars
were the anonymous heroes who marched in a steady parad.e

through sorel's work. The hero was the man who through
personar choice and wilr power, and through belief in the
particular myth of a certain bund, was able to achieve

something of supreme value. The hero, who longed for the
moral regeneration of man, and who was utterly devoted. to
the cause, courd realize his own potentiality for g.reatness.

This hero, through the bund, \^ras an active force in momentous

historicar movements, such as the birth of the early church.
For Maurras, a man vJas born with "Frenchnessr " whether he

was aware of it, or even desired it--"a non-mysticar, non-

racial, 'positive' doctrine of nationality."32 But for
sorel, the hero was not born different from other men,

but became a hero onry through personal choice t ot through
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the strength of his belief in the myth. rn this emphasis

upon heroism, sorer moved arrray from the Marxian doctrine
of historical materialism with its dj-savowar of any forces
but the economic. For sorel believed that man,s wilr was

essential, that he courd create his own destiny through
psychological and spiritual means.

The bund and the hero arso possessed war-rike
virtues which v¡ere absent in the general society. rn cotnmon

with many anarchists and irrationalists, sorel was opposed

in the deepest sense to a tife of ease and comfort, praising
instead the heroic qualities of serf-d.enial, self-discipline
and serf-sacrifice.33 Both the right and. the reft, from
earrès to LenÍn, praj-sed qualities of greatness and. heroism,
as had vico, James, proudhon, and Nietzsche. A culture could
find vitality and nobj-Iity only through the readership of
individuals and groups who seeking perfection or the subrime,
had epic qualities of energy and dignity. Like lr{osca, sorel
was "austere and passionate¡ ân ancient stranded in an

alien ags. "34 His heroes were those of Homer , of the
christian martyrs, and of the early capitalists who qave

up everything for the ".,r=".35
The varues that $¡ere important. in this life were

not secular ones, such as love for one's fellow man or
love of a v¡oman. what was essential was faith that recog-
nized the strength of the enemy, of indifference, mediocrity
and resignation, and the uncontrollable horror of nature,
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yet sought to make life meaningful, to create an interlude,
no matter how short, of beauty and grandeur and the sublime.
After accepting pessimistically, but rearistically, that
man was f ated to f ind barbarism and d.ecad.ence, man could
counter this with the hope and faith that through supreme

effort and his o\¡¡n conscious will he might briefly control
his own desLiny. Man must remain passionate and heroic, ready
to endure suffering for the cause, which was never just a

personal one. Against ,the powers of nature and the brows

of fate, he could offer onry his consciousness and the choice
of a myth or an idea, reaching for the sublime. Death and

destruction were not the ansv¡er, but self-sacrifice for
the salvation of others $¡as very much part of the mystique.

In a summary of Sorel's philosophy of human nature,
the keys are indisputably the search for the sublime by the
anonymous hero in the bund. The subrime courd not be des-
cribed exactly in words as it was an emotional concept, best
expressed in a poetic sense. The existence of the bund and.

the hero led to a variety of nuances of belief and action.
(sorer did not compare his heroic groups in detair, only
in generar outline). since there was no certainty in Iife,
changes in direction were to be expected continually, and.

thus the most logj-car outlook was a pruralisti-c one.

with regard to his philosophy of knowredge, sorer
divided life into a chaotic, catastrophic world of naturar
nature, which man could never compreherra or understand,
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except in short lived flashes, and an artificiar nature
understood in precise terms, in a technical form or
ranguage. Man himserf could not be understood through
the individual or the mass, but through the group or bund,

and the sublime hero. rf philosophy wished to understand.

the motivations and actions of the bund, it was not possible
to use the rational, rogical languages of Descartes. There-
fore' it was necessary to find another form of communication.

Accordj-ng to sorel, this communication was dependent upon

radically different ideas of tj_me and movement.
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CHAPTER ITI

TIIV1E AND MO\rEI{ENT

i. The Leap of Faith

sorel's concept of language was directly linked
to his views on time and movement, which v¡ere derived in
part. from his theory of knowredge. Most critj_cs of sorel
lose sight of the property of spontaneity, the scent of the
apocalypse in his writing, and try to tie him down to a rigid,
inflexible system. But Sorel's world view moved. at a radicalty
different temp from that of rationalist thinkers t or even

from many of his ferlow sociarists. No longer was society
considered to be moving in an ord.erly sequentiar fashion,
from cause to effect, from pre-cj_vilization towards civil-
ization. rnstead, discontj-nuity and. abrupt contrasts $¡ere

emphasized. The notion that each era had direct rinear
ancestors was rejected. rn prace of li_neal "progress",
the mind and society $¡ere thought to make rapid jumps, in
what may be termed "leaps of faith" or the ,,heroic leap.,,l
Bergsonrs philosophy proceeded in this manner, and sor too,
did sorelrs. since democracy must work through compromise,

toleration, and accommodation, sorel rejected. this form of
government as it was not a reflection of reality. Rather,
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history moved because of sudden, abrupt changes, and. because

of strife between groups, although these changes were preced.ed

by a long period of preparation and education.

sorer was an historian by incrination and by faith,
and it was through his historicar stud.ies that he first
discovered the "leap of faj-th", particularly through his
readings of the rtalian historian, Giambattista vico.2 sorel
never deveroped a unified, logical historical system, as did
spengler or vico, for there was arways a possibirity at any

moment, that through will power and struggle, mankind could

make a sudden leap in a totally new d.irection. societies d.id

not proceed through the slow development of poritical g.roups,

organizations, and institutions but by jumping at an unexpected

tangent. sorelrs belief in a reap of faith was supported by

his conditional approval of syndicarism. !{hen syndicalism
proved not to have the momentum to make this leap, sorel
abandoned the movement, but not the proletariat, to whom he

always remained loyar. one reason why he was antagonistic
throughout his life to the French Revolution was that the
revolutionary tradition supported a linear instead of a

cyclical interpretation of history.
Although Sorel rejected Vico's belief that

historical truth was an absolute, that there existed. a

large, overalr design at the end of which man will know God,

he accepted. vi-co's theory of ri-corso. vico I s theory of
history answered the need for constant renewar and for
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perpetual creative tension. Ricorsi v/ere entirely spontan-

eous. vico had a cycrical, not a linear view of history
(although it was possible for one cycle to be more advanced

than another). Very simply, Vico said that alI nations
folrowed the same basic pattern, moving in three stages

from primitivism to civirization, from monarchy to common-

wealth to civil monarchy. rn the last stage the cítizens
grew more and more selfish, society became unstabre, and

eventually it lapsed back into barbarism. sorel did. not
berieve that societies arways folrowed this pattern, since

the appearance of heroism and of a social myth might hart
the decline into decadence. However, in this theory of
vicors he had an historicar moder which courd be ad.justed

to explain the reap of faithr or the will-to-deliverance.
". toujours I'esprit passe de l,instinctif à f intel-
lectuel, de lrempirisme à ra connaissance raisonneé, de la
passion au droiti et au bout d'un certain temps i1 y a

reconmencement par r'eg6n6ration des états psychologiques
.)

primitifs. "'
Certain conditions were necessary before the

could occur. "IIs ont lieu quand 1,âme populairerr-corso

revient à aes 6tat= primitifs, que tout est instinctif,
cr6ateur et poétique dans ra =o"i6tá. "4 During the period

when he was involved with syndicalism sorer believed. that
he saw the right conditions present in socialism because

in the crass struggle was a power superior to all others.
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only a revolution wouLd bring about a .ricorso, but after
the revorution the proletari-at would find noi, only economic
and poritical changes, but also nevr moral valr:es. For
sorel the most usefur example of a ricorso was primi_tive
christianity, which began also in decadence. "Les débuts
du christianisme seraient incompréhensibles si l_'on ne

supposait chez des discipres enthousiastesr un 6tat tout
à fait analogue à cerui des ci-vilizations archaiques; Ie
sociarisme ne peut prétendre renouveler le monde stil ne

se forme pas de la mâme manière.,,S The extreme changes in
sorel's poritical positions are believable if his faith in
the ricorso i-s remembered. Apart from his short-lived
alliance with the right, however, sorel always sought a

ricorso on the left.
The best example of soreils faith in the apocalyptic,

instantaneous leap of faith was his belief j-n revolution, whÍch
he emphasized particularly in his works relating to socialism.
tie always tri-ed to relate political thought, to action, and,

to maintain the revolutionary spirit. viorence is always
associated with the leap of faith, although viorence does

not necessarily impry brood, but merely a sharp break with
Èhe past. Nevertheress, to make the reap man neeos a great
dear of courage since he is jumping i_nt.o the dark unknown.

sorel proceeded by ju¡nps in his socioiogical
theory as welL. There was no attempt made to ccmbine all
probrems facing contemporary society into one quêsÈion or
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one solutionr or to place under one concept a total historical
period. He believed that like history, social realitj-es could
not be understood i-n a linear manner or as a whole unit. Life
is fruid and varied, so the only method of understanding it
is by extracting and studying precise units or segments,

which are then isoLated from everything else, unlike the
scientj-fic methods which related the function of an organism

to the who1e. sorel gave the name "diremptions" to this method,

which, according to Edward shils, may be a word that sorel
coi-ned himserf .6 sorel said. that his method was not new and

had long been understood by philosophers but its significance
had often been misunderstood.

La philosophie sogiale est obli g6e, pour
suivre Ies phénomènes -les plus óonsiäórables
de I'histoire de procéder à une ',diremption",d'examiner certaines parties sans tenii compte
de tous res liens qui Ies rattachent à r'ensembre,
de d.éterminerr ên quelque sorte, Ie genre d.eleur activité en lesrpóussant- vers rlinaêpendance.
Ouand elIe est arrivée ainsi à la connaisãance
la plus parfaite, elle -ne peut plus essayer
de reconstituer 1,unit6 rompue.?

i o The significance of diremptions was that they
recognized the lack of unity in the world. Diremptions could
be one individual, a series of events, or a situation, but
they \¡¡ere no longer connected to the whoIe. This method

offered a ner¡r method of apprehending reality, through

symbolism, and through an appreciation of historical
motives which were beyond the range of interligence. The

d.iremption "fournit moins des repré=ertations que des

symbores, dont participent les phénomènes, tantât d.'une
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manière assez 6vidente, tantôt d'une manière ároigrré",
complexe et impossible à aárinir. "8 Although diremptions
r^/ere a useful model for viewing reality they should not be

appried out of context. rf they were applied ersewhere

they mad.e no sense, becoming vague and erusive.9 Diremptions

were "arbitrary abstractions from reality--only approximately
what Max weber was to caril idear types' or what subsequent

social scientists called ,mod.e1s, .,,10

With regard to his methodsrof thought, Sorel's mind

cannot be underst.ood without some reference to the leap of
faith which was vital to the comprehension of man and his
world. civilj-zations had moved in the past, and woutd move

in the future, through ricorso and through revolution. phil-
osophers could not draw universar conclusions from a study

of history, but they could have flashes of understanding by

extractj-ng and examining diremptions. since nature was not
unified but broken, men must jump over the gaps, recoginizing

both the continuity and the discontinuity of rearity. some-

times sorel despaired about making others understand this
fact: "combien de gens seront capables d.e voir que ces

variations tiennent à la compexit6 des problèmes qui ont
étá aUorA6s à aes points d.e vue divers r €n raison des

circomstances de notre histoire contemporaine. "ll Jurien
Benda, in his indictment of the intellectuals who were his
contemporaries, rightly accused men like Sore1 of only
looking at things in time, a becoming, and never as a
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state of permanence beyond time. These leaps of faith wourd

be found in a variety of mediums such as poetry, with its
new, discontÍnuous, contrasting character. rt was partry
because of the leap of faith that sorer was opposed to the
idea of progress, which assumed that the now, this moment

in time, is not varuabre in itself, but has onry a secondary,
provi-sional varue compared to the future. Hulme, also,
attacked the idea of continuity, attaching far more importance,
as poets like Ezra pound and T. s. Eliot wouId. d.o, to jumps

and contrasts in thought and style. Accord.ing to Hulme, the
emphasis upon continuity had caused men to ignore the
existence of discontinuity which was aÌso part of reality.
"This shrinking from a gap or jump in nature has paralyzed

our objective perception. "l2 Men must attempt once again

to see the gap.

From this doctrine of the leap of faith naturalry
flows soreils emphasis upon movement, particularry in the
forms of action and struggle, violence and for.c.g. Both

Hulme and sorel attempted to destroy the j_dea that the world.

has unity, and that the monistic world can be described
and. analyzed clearry and calmly, especially in words. sorer
believed that action wourd be eternarly necessary since it
is only through conflict that the moral and. heroic values
that man needs to destroy decadence are strengthened or
revived. The need for action and. struggle was an absolute
law of history because as pascar rraa pàinted out, to rest
v/as to die.
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Here' again, sorel was part of a distinct crimate
of opinion. Nietzsche had preached the necessity of action,
as did shaw with his Life Force, and Bergson with the âIan
vital and his vitalist phirosophy. T. s. Eriot believed.

that conflicts, jealousies, and friction between groups,

classes, regions, and indi-viduals were arr necessary.

Anarchists in this era had arso emphasized action, with
order and planning of l-esser importance. Robert Michels
acknowledged the strength of power struggles while for
Freud, each individual had a continuous struggle between

the different levers of his consciousness. Many Marxists
and even some men on the right displayed great confidence

in the effective power of action and the possibility of
change. Hu1me, too, in his "critique of satisfaction"
said that "if every action is sorely a means to an end,

then all value vani-shes from the action itself .,,13

Both Bergson and James had particularly influenced.
sorel with regard to his philosophy of action. sorel
forrowed Bergson with great attentj-on from Bergsonrs first
appearance in 1889 with Essai sur les données immediates

de la conscience. Bergson not only gave him a number of
ideas and J-mages which he used in sociar and. economic

guestions' but also strengthened his anti-rational tendencies.
certainly the doctrine of pragmatism aided sorer in the
elucidation of his own doctrine of action, although the
influence of pragrmatism can be over emphasized.. sorel was
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skeptical of pragmatism when he first encountered it,
believing that it would disguise the religious aspects of
life, although he was firmly pragmatic after the war. How-

ever, in general, he held similar concrusions to those given

in the definition of pragmatism at a meeting which he attended

in 1908. "Le pragmatisme se pr6sente avant tout coilrme une

philosophie anti-intellectualiste oìr Ia connaissance pure

est subord.onnáe à 1 'action. "14

blhatever the source of his faith in movement, sorer
held that alr doctrines have varue only insofar as they

J-nspire creativity and results (although it was still
necessary to study ideas as werr). This was one reason

why he condemned socrates, who studied the Absolute without
invorving action. Like Marx and vico, he berieved that men

make their own hj-story, through a reconcilj-ation of ideas
(which he was later to re-name myths) and actj-on. "L'hisLoire
nous apprend que I'héritage des *aît.re" ne saurait âtr"
longtemps conserv6 sans des efforts quasi héroiques U". 

"

volontér"15 since man rr¡as opposed on all sides by,,Ie mal',.

Action had a mysticism of its own, a glorification of the

spirit of conquest. Even science, instead of remaining

aloof and disinterested, must become part of everyday tife.
Action and struggre are creative because they represent the

unconscious, not abstract intelligence. The great emphasis

on actj-on carne partly from Proudhon, who also believed that
the jusÈ and good society is possible only through action. 16
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The enemy for sorer was the status guo, and. the belief
that moderation and compromise could sorve all probrems.

sorel opposed all sentiments of indifference, inactivity,
tranquility, and routine, just as proudhon did.

Historicarly sorer admired those eras when men

had had to struggle for survivar, either physically, morally,
or spiritually. For example, i-n ancient Greece the city
states had fought each other, and as a resurt the citizens
$/ere hardy, strong, and virtuous. rn comparison, the state-
supported bourgeoisie of modern France were ,'envieuse,

ignorante et gourmand"" rrT the detractors, not the supporters
of society. He did not ag,ree with thinkers rike Aristotl"lS
who believed that the desire for conflict would eventually
disappear as men grew more civilized and more abre to
conquer thej-r bloody and warlike quatities: or with the
rationar thinkers of the nineteenth century. Machiavelli
had asserted that conflict would always be part of a

civilized state, and that a method. must be found to resolve
it without poritj-cal and social upheavar, whereas sorel
berieved that not only was such a resolution nearry
impossible, it was also highly undesirable. He partly
became involved in the battres of socialism, syndicarism,
and nationalism because they over-emphasj_zed the necessity
for struggle.

From the concept

naturally follows Sorel's

of ricorso, and that
famous endorsement of

of action,

the more
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specific theory of viorence and force. This doctrine was

not clearly expressed in his earliest works, although he

had an instinctive sympathy for it; but once it. appeared,

it was never forgotten. The idea of violence, like that
of action, \^¡as conmon to this generation, and was to become

one of the distinguishing characteristics of the twentieth
century. Marx, pareto, Mosca and Gumplowicz aLL believed
in conflict (and sorel was famiriar with their work). rn
L92L, during a" discussion concerning his infruence on Lenin
and Mussolini, Sorel denied that ideas were due to indivj-duals.
rndeed, his doctrine of viorence had simply recognized the
"incontestable malaise moral et sociar" existing in society
and that like Lenin he himself "veut mener res choses
jusqurau bout. "19 Mussoli-nj-, too, had simply absorbed

something that was already in the eir. one reason violence
was so appealing was that it was so abhorrent to the middle
crasses, and especially to the intellectual establishment,
a group for whom sorel had had a strong d.i_staste since the
Dreyfus Affair. Not only was the purity and nobility of
violence stressed i-n this era by men like sorel and. Ir{aurras,

but violence $¡as also common in society, being especi-arly
prevalent amongst the proletariat, through the use of such

means of direct action as the stri-ke, boycott, sabotage,

and mass demonstrations.

The sorelian doctrine of viorence differed.
markedry from the socialist support of violence. The reft
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believed that violence was necessary because the proletariat
had been infiltrated, absorbing bourgeois doctrines. violence
was a useful method of separating the workers from existing
middle class values, especially when more gentle means such

as argument were ineffective. The Revolution, with its
transitional character, would set them free, after which

violence would virtually disappear. Sorelr orr the other

hand, did not regard violence as having only this one ro1e,

since it reoccurred time and again in history, as a means

of promotj-ng heroJ-sm, and halting decadence. Even if a

perfect society were attained., it would eventually decline
and. then violence would again become necessary. Violence

was not merely a tactical means, but a demonstration of
conviction and certainty. However, it would be erroneous

to believe that Sorel supported violence purely for its ovrn

sake, since violence was based on morality, and allied
wi-th an i-deal.

Despite the criticisms, 
"of Sorel's dichotomj_c

division of force and violence, Sorel's emphasis on

violence had a considerable influence, whether consciously

or unconsciouslyr on later generatj-ons, such as Franz Fanon

and Jean-Pau1 Sartre. His combination of the proletarian
class struggle with Bergsonian doctrines has been compared

to Sartre's amalgamation of existentialism and Marxi"*.20

Vthen Sorel spoke of violence, he meant more than the word

usually meant; not simply physical force, but an entire
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attitude towards life, a form of psychological symbolj_sm.

For sorel, violence was the best means of maintaining and

protecting man's creativity and of creating new thoughts

and emotions. He conceived it partly in the mould of the
heroism of the ancient Greek warriorr.,*h"r" in the horrors
of battle man discovers his best qualities, the soul's
sublime .r.tr-,r".21 The military or warrj-or crass was the

social personification of the "instinct" j-n man. The goal

of vj-olence is not simply a short-term chang'e, or the \
political seizure of power, but radicar arterations in
society, economics, politics, and ethics. "trVe know the

war that the proletariat should conduct against its master

is suited. to developing in it noble sentiments that are

tod.ay completely racking in the bourgeoisie."22 viorence
was not evil per se, and indeed, the absence of violence,
which often meant the absence of the heroic and. the subrj_me,

was often more evir. The emphasis is more on moral vj-olence,

rather than physical violence.

Sorelrs affirmation of the leap of faith, action
and violence underscored the pluraristic character of his
ideas. He did not hord a monocausal explanation of history,
lÍke Marx, and believed, like Bergson, that creatj_vity was

not predetermined. !ùith Pareto and Ivlosca he looked for
pluralistic explanations to questions of psychology,

hJ-story, ethics, and philosophy. Even his political
beliefs d.isplayed. this pluralism, for syndicalism was
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opposed to the concept of a powerfur, united sÈate which

did not recognize the existence of a heterogeneous society.
Action and vi-orence admitted that a number of methods courd

be utilized to arrive at a murtiplicity of societies, that
more than one technique was possible. permanent, unchange-

abre laws did not exist except within strict rimits, such

as in technology and morality, since ideas corresponded.

with actions. Reality was arways multipre, and everything
was transitory, leading to the necessity for the continuar

-.revision of raws based on ever changing technorogy. unfor-
tunatery philosophy had failed to keep pace with science,
and was still bent on establishing unity in thought.

ii. Religion and. Scission

Along with the leap of faith, and the importance

of action, a third concept upon which soreils phirosophy of
language was based developed from his religious nature.
He did not have a firm belief in God, but rather he had

the type of mind that may lead to faith, which has a

transcendental recognition of "le mal", the mystj_ca1, the
otherworldly, and the unbridgable gap between the two

extremes of the human condition. The truth must be faced,

even if it offers man a path bordering on horror, and even

if it arrives in a vision or a flash of time. part of the

religious nature is the emphasis on extremes, such as the

idea of viorence. There are no external certainties for
all men at all times, merely internal truths which each
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man must face in his own way. Even t.hough religion and

irrationalism are two very different categories, they

both insist that man--hj-s motives, hj-s passions, his
j-ntuition--can not be understood in a scientific, compre-

hensive sense.

In an analysis of Sorel's style of thought, it
would be possible to argue togically that he was more

religious than political, more Jansenistic than socialistic.
Edouard Berth and Max Ascori both concluded that he belonged

to the older, secret and hidden France of pascal, proud.hon,

and Flaubert. He retained the Jansenistic consciousness

of the "miserable human conditi-on, for election and re-
probratj-on, and for the ideal of moral strenuousness amid

the precariousness and vagaries of society and its
institutions.'23 Sorel felt a strong bond for pascalrs

ideas, although not for reasons of faith. "rnstinctivement
il 6tait un janseniste tourment6 par le probrème du mar.,24

He"was always marked by a refusal to compromise, a berief
in "a11 or not.hing", and by a pessimistic distike of the

Enlightenment, particularly with its faith in science.
rt was one of the bonds that he had in common with contempor-

aries like charles e6guy and Henri Bergson. rn 19ro sorel
said of Bergson with rerish, "Ie Dieu de pascar a vaincu
Ie Dieu de Descartes -"25

There is no doubt that Sorel always regarded.

religion as one of the main forces in life, and. spiritual
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forces to be of some importance, even to the non-believer,
although he agreed that it was possible to live without
rerigion (such as in china). This attitude was entirely
different from that of Freud who attempted to show that
reii.gion. is an illusion, a form of wish-fulfillment, useless
in comprehending realj-ty outside ourselves. sorer would

never have agreed with Freud that "a turning-away from

religion is bound to occur with the fatal inevitability
of a process of growth."26 The importance that he attached.

to religion was shared by Hulme, who saw religion as a

basic human need. A berief in God led to a profound

feeling of unworthiness, but the absence of a berief in
God meant a belief that man is God. sorel and. Hulme,s

attitude was more that of writers rike andr6 saurès or
Malraux who sought religious beliefs outside the conven-

tional framework of religionr or like T. s. ErÍot, who

believed. that it was an error to think that cuÌture could
live wj-thout religion.

One reason Sorel was interested in religj-ous
guestions, parti-cularly those in history, v¡as because

religion had emphasized the irrational, mystical side of
thought and action. For too long this area had been ignored.

by scientj-sts and ratj-onalists, partj-cularly in historical
studies. Even psychorogy ignored the strength of relj_gious
feeling in man and society, arthough the success of Bergsonrs

L'Évorution cr6atrice was one indication or how the idea of
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mystery !{as still very strong. This book showed "rut

manj-feste signifiant aux modernes que la principale
pt6occr-,pation des philosophes doit âtre ae r6tfdchir
sur les mystères de Ia vie.u27 The religious sentiment

was an irradicable faculty¡ âs important as reason.

J'estime, -pour ma part, guê
la faculté mystiquè est ðhose très
réelle dans lrhomme, et I'exp6rience
nous montre qu'elle ne diminue pas
d'intensité ãu travers des âges; elle
reste aussi puissante aujourd'hui
qu'e1le a toujours 6t6¡ elle n'est
pas affaiblié_par le d6veloppement
scientifique. 28

rn the nineteenth century science had always been emphasized.

at the expense of religion, ignoring the fact that each

represented two separate aspects of the human character

which could not always be judged by the standard of the

other. In Sorel's own categories, based on those of Ribotr2g

(Hulme was also j-nfluenced by Ribot) religions had two

functions: to protect men from the never ending threat
of evil (decadence for Sorel); and secondly, they \^¡ere

"social- disciplines whose action successfully complements

that of the laws. "30 Religions also showed the force of
the bund in history.

religion,

church in

society, a

scission.

Another reason that Sorel was interested in
besides the mystical aspect, v¡as because the

history had stressed a cleavage from contemporary

cleavage to which Sorel applied the key term of
Scission involved the strength and abitity to
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go to extremes, just as men like Hulme, Kierkegaard,

Dostoevsky, and Hesse emphasj-zed. Not only could. syndi-
calj-sm and socialism rearn from rerigion the importance of
irrational forces, but they must also stress the gu1f, this
concept of scission. There must be a sharp, distinctive
opposition between the proletariat and the bourgeois-

democratic society, just as there had been between Christi-
anity and Roman societyr or between any holders of a myth

and the engulfing society. Only by preserving such a gap

could corruption be defeated. Traditj-ona1ly art and

lit.erature had stressed the amount of blood sptit by the

martyrs, just as it was necessary to emphasize the violence

needed in the futute revolution. Sorel thought to gain

through syndicalism a means of educating the proletariat
in this idea of scission, just as the Bibte had educated

the early Chrj-stians, stressing the heroic j-deal and

rejecting materialism and compromise. The syndj-cates must

take the role of the monasteries, a hard, austere, elite
who would preserve in themselves the idea of scission and

serve as the leadership of the forthcoming struggle. This

elite must be extraordinarily dedicated if they were to
crush the powerful forces of decadence. The idea of
scission, the need for withdrawal and the rejection of
society sÈressed the pessimistic aspect of religion. If
such a break was necessary, then i-t was obvious how

difficult the struggle would be.
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Scission must be found in all aspects of Iife,
even the most basic, such as morality. Indeed, "Ies

transformations 6conomiques ne peuvent se réaliser si
les travailleurs n'ont pas acquis un degré superieur de

culture moraIe."31 },Ioralism could not be imposed. from

outside, by laws or by the bourgeoisie, but was an

expression of inner purity and sublimity. The morality
imposed on the proletariat by the bourgeoisie was a slave

morality, based on appeals (drawn from Christianity) to\
charity, benevolence, and respect, and intent upon creating

an atmosphere of obedience between the worker and the owner.

The true morality of the proletariat would encourag:e the

spirj-t of responsibility, the value of personal dignity,

and the energy of initiative. Thus "la morale" meant

not only the simpler virtues, such as the traditional rules

of conduct existing in the past, but also possessed the

larger connotation of the bonds that formed a new social

order. But true morality could not exist without action

and struggler or without building heroic qualitj-es of

dignity and grandeur. It must be built in the family or

the class, through production or war. "C'est dans cette

nouvelle 6valuation de toutes les valeurs par le prolát-

ariat militant que consiste la haute originalité du

socialisme contemporain ."32 The proletariat would create

a ner¡r standard by which to judge human acts orr using an

expression of Nietzsch€'s, "une nouvelle ávoluLion de

toutes les valeurs."33
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None of the men usually concerned with irration-
alism, such as Nietzsche, Bergson, Freud, James, Sorel or
Pareto, \^¡as opposed to rationalism. They simply refused
to admit that it formed more than one part of manrs

intelligence t ot even the major proportj-on. Reason gave

a very limited, rerative picture of the world, based sorely
on man's perceptj-on, and could not account for emotion,

intuíti-on, disordert oy any of the i-rrationar area of
manrs life.

The philosophy of rationalism was also unable

to convey the frowing feeling of movement, of the discon-
tinuous that was one of the major aspects of life. sorel
used the ideas of the leap of faith, action, the ricorso,
the diremption and scission in an attempt to convey this
sense of movement. "The pessimist regards socj_al conditions
as forming a system bound together by an iron Iaw which

cannot be evadedr so that the system i-s given¡ âs it were,

in one block, and" cannot disappear except in a catastrophe
which invorves the whoIe. "34 Each historicar block was

distÍnctIy separated by scission from each other. Man in
history moved via the leap of faith from one block to the
next, in giant steps, not gradual evolution.

However, in Sorel's work¡ âs in the work of many

of his generation, there existed the conflj-cting probrem

of the conti-nuous. lVhat was there, in essence, that was

conmon to all the separate blocks or systems, that ran
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through them all, like a continual thread of meaning? part

of the answer to this question he found in tradition, and

in the continual reappearance of heroic virtues. Another

aspect can be found in an examination of his views on art,
which he always placed on the same lever as philosophy and

religion as activities of the free spirit. Art was not to
be shunted off to the sidelines of rife, for it was an

integral, essential part of human society, "la roi cach6e

de toute la critique historique.,,35

iii. Art as a Svmbol

Just as with his ideas on language and communi-

cation, sorel never devised a crear philosophy on art.
Nevertheless, he seemed to regard art as another form of
communj-cation, distinct from language, and enabring the

viewer to grasp feelings and beliefs, shadows and. nuances

that words courd never convey. Like Hulme, sorel believed.

that "art was the key Èo the psychorogy of an age and its
culture ru36 since art was determined. by the artist in
society, not society by the artist.

Sorelrs interest in artistic questions, a facet
of his thought ignored by most historians, can be tied to
a resurgence of interest in general in the artistrs rore in
society, and arso to the fact that the paris of his day

vras one of the artistic centers of t.he western worrd.

sorel was particurarry interested in seurpture, which really
began in its modern form with the Rumanian sculptor
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Brancusi in Paris around 1910. paris was arso the home

of Les Fauves, painters such as Matisse, Dufy and Braque,

and of Picasso, who had painted Les Demoiselres d,Avignon

in 1907, with its strong sense of revolt. cubism, with
its new vision, had elements comparabre to Hurmers views

on art, particularly in its emphasis on gfeometry. In
Futurism there was a revorutionary vitality and. energy,

with a great feelÍng of excitement. rt was at this time,
and in the following decades, that some artists took their
personar involvement in society much more seriously. The

role of the art,ist shifted from that of an onlooker to
personal involvement, where the artist often used his o$rn

life as an example of art.
Sorel has been linked by Meakin not only to

French artists (some of whom he knew personally) but also
to the German expressionists, men like Ernst roller, the

revolutionary poet and praywright, and Gustav Landauer, the

socialist writer. e6guy and sorel had stylistic dir.ferences
from this group, but shared in the revolt against a

decadent and moralry dangerous soci-ety, and. in an exart-
ation of work and creativity. This German movement, when

seeking a "literature of activism" looked to France for
leadership, to Sorel, Pelloutier, edguy, Rolland. and Gide.

All these writers sought a moral purification through

intuition, and a rejection of intellectuarization, progress,

science and parliamentary democracy. They stressed the
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morality of work, alt.hough they differed in tactics and

their av¡areness of the i-ndustriar world. This stress on

the morality of work rinked them to camus and simone weil.
Despite his deep interest in artistic questions,

sorel found much to dislike in the art that he saw a-hout 
,,

him. Partly this was due to the fact that, like ideology

and language, many forms of art were representative of the

bourgeois spirit. Sorel seemed to have a most amused

attitude towards bourgeois art formsr ârr amusement that
can be summed up in a statement of his on lr{eyerbeer:

"un idiot sonore, eui fabrique consciencieusement une

sorte de matière qui fair penser à ,rtt gât".u trop sucr6

qui ferait explosion dans I'estoma"."37 Just as he did.

not condemn bourgeois society per se, but rather the fact
that the bourgeoisie had become Lazy, passive, and decadent,

so he condemned contemporary society for preferring Meyerbeer

to Berlioz, Wagner, and Debussey.

. La peinture est tombáe d.ans
I 'absurde, dans f incohérence d,e formes
imbéciIes. La musigue d6raille et
devient une math6ma€ique de sons, oùj-I n'y a plus Ia moindre inspiration.
L I architecture se tortille sans qu 'on .:.

sache pourquoir ên attendant qu'elle
devienne des amas de cubesr ürl de ces
quatle matins. Jrai bien peur que Ia
iittérature entre à son tolr dans Ia danse
de la mortr..la mort du style. Nous
cornmencons à voir d.es pages où il y a un
mot en haut à gauche, ür point d.'eiclamation
en dessous, en bas à droite trois mots qui
n'ont aucun rapport de logique entre eux.
En somme, le faux art prend une forme, dans
t-ou-te ses branches, gui semble bien avoir
6t6 

"onçue 
dans un cãbanon.38
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sorel was particularly contemptuous of artists
who followed the bourgeoisie in painting, so that their
work merery resembred advertisement. "Les artj-stes d.its
dravanÈgarde sont presque tous d.es parfaits bourgeois,
dont lresprit n'a jamais été effreur6 par aucune poásie. ',39

Even in architecture the mot.if was simply a grorification
of money. Men like D'Annunzio and garrès wourd. never be

great writers, since they missed the essentiar qualj-ties
of the heart and. the =o,r1.40 The problem was that a\
correlation existed between artistic faults and the manner

in which men lived politicarry and socj-ally. "Mar ácrire,
mar peindre, ma1 composer, mal construj-re, cera ressemble

beaucoup à mat conduire res affaires pubriques, mal parrer,
ma1 agir dans la d.omaine de l,État.,,41

If, therefore, Sorel did not approve of bourgeois

art, it is necessary to examine what art he d.id like, since
he believed art to be of such essential importance.

Basically for sorel, art had to possess four distinctive
quarities: that it was tied to production (artificiar
nature), that it had elements which courd not be analyzed,

that it possessed the hardness demonstrated. in geometric

art and that it revealed evidence of the struggle towards

the sublime.

A great attraction of Marxism was its character
of "phirosophie des bras" as opposed t*o . "philosophie des

têtes. " Art j-n the future would be f irmry tied to work and
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like work, would share a grasp of reality. Essentially
Marx had been correct in pracing the artist on the same

rung of the ladder as the manual worker. "Seule la
practique de I'art par les plus grands artistes 1ui

permettait d.e concevoir 1a marche du travail dans un
.arégime de haute production socialist;e.,,42 Stanley has

Iisted the three characteristics, according to Sore1,

that artists, warriors, and producers shared in conmon.

First, the experiences of all were actj-ve and. creative,
and all of them needed epj-cs to lead men towards heroism.

secondly, that which they created had to be experienced

directry and could not be analyzed. Thj-rdry, they lived.

especially on mysteries, shadows and indeterminate nuances

since production is "the most mysterious aspect of human

activity. "43

Since the greatest art for Sore1 was linked to
work or production, he was particularly attracted to the

art forms that \^¡ere the most solid or physical, such as

sculpture and architecture. For this reason he often
praised the art of the ancient Greeks and that of the

Irfiddle Ages.

During the Gothic period, the arts had
an organization as solid as a system of
production can have. At that time, they
rårere integrated in the most intimate way
with the trades. The Renaissance completely
changed the position of the artists, who
were no longer mj-xed with artisans and
who were elevated to the status of the
literati . the new order had a dis-
ãstrous effect, on the destiny of art.44
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The Gothic architecture of the Middle Ages was possessed

by great virÍlity and. youthfulness because of its link

with production. But even in small objects, "une marmite

en cuivre ingánieusement repouss6s"45 could demonstrate more

talent than the grandest monument erected in a public place

in honour of some national glory, for although it was modest,

it was part of reality, part of the technical world. Thus

art is "an anticipation of the highest and technically

most perfect forms of prodgction. "46 Just as literature

was revolutionized more by a change in language, than by

any change in content, so art moved through changes in

material or technique. One vital fact was that ".

I'art serar €[ quelque sorte, le moyen par lequel I'infusion

de I'intelligence dans Ie travail manuel se manifestera

aux yeux des travailleurs."4T

The second aspect of art was that it had qualities

which could not be analyzed. Sorel rejected any false

mysticism, or artificiality, such as the attempt by the

romantics to copy the constructions of the l'tiddle Ages in

neo-Gothic structures, which were made by conscious effort,

and were thus void of real meaning. Progress in art,

like progress in any field except technology, was impossible

since "I'art, Ie vrai, est un maximum."48 This was a fault

of the bourgeoisie who still believed that art, like science,

reproduced reality in an imperfect fashion, but little by

litt1e men r¡tou1d. discover this reality. Bourgeois art
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had also over-emphasized the importance of the individ.ual,

divorced from society, unlike art in earlier periods. This

emphasis on the individual always focused on his most

elusive qualities such as the relationship between indiv-

iduals or his temperament and. these were necessarily very

difficult to express. Contrary to this, and far more useful

to society as a whole, "les personnages d.e Mo1ière sont

d.es anonymes portant des noms typiques.u49 Art owed much

to rare geniuses, to innovative, solitary indivj-duals who

v¡ere only successful when society had evolved. towards them.

Geniuses could show their contemporaries in a physical

manner those thj-ngs that they could only sense vaguely

before. Oft,en the masses did not appreciate geniuses,

and., indeed, it was a rare individual who did so.

Among the stone-carvers who sculptured the
statues i-n the cathed.rals there \,r¡ere men of
great talent who seem always to have remained
anonymous; nevertheless they produced
masterpieces We might
question whether their contemporaries
suspected that these artists of genius had
raised edifices of unperiÉhabIe glory; it
seems very probable to me that the cathedrals
\¡¡ere only admired by the artists.50

The third quality of art was a form of hardness,

a view similar to t.hose of T. E. Hulme, whose j-deas on

geometric art (e.9., the work of Picasso or Epstein)

summarized his philosophical concepts as weII. Geometric

art had moved away from "the messiness and confusion of

nature and natural things. "5l The distinguishing qualities

vrere austerity, concentration, bareness, structure,
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abstraction (not empathy), a translation of the "changingi

and limited into something unlimited and necessary."52

;"i*i"å;" l"Ioi = 

":"fi"!fi" ri"Ëå"'li;ni: 
t t

geometric forms found in archaic art,
but in the more complicated ones associated
in our minds with the idea of machinery
where will be found the specific differ-entiating quality of the new art.53

Both Sorel and Hulme believed that "art is found in the

contemplation of finite things,u54 one of which was the

machine. Art was a vital medium for the expression of the

human soul, and a strong example of the need for humanity

to find freedom in following the dj-ctates of its conscious-

ness, not those of ideologies. Art is a "reality which

begets ideas and not . an appreciation of id.eas. "55

Although Sorel preferred sculpture and architecture

to other artj-stic forms, he was also sympathetic towards

poetry, because poetry had. the essential quality of

inspiration. "Je me demande si 1es derniers hommes utiles,

sur les ruines des civilisations modernes, ce ne seront pas

les poèt.=. "56Poems that sought eternal absolutes \¡¡ere

useless (which was what Hulme believed) , as \¡rere those

that degraded the mind.s and emotions of the peopler or

those, lj-ke Victor Hugo's, that hopped from a political

topic to its opposite, with abandon. The best poets

composed magnificent verse recalling past and present

heroism. ". Ie poèter €rr chantantr €n des vers

magnifiques, la gloire des ancêtres et.'en rappelant,
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et sainte.
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du temps p.==é, accomplissait une mission grande

"57 on an even higher level than poetry was

music, which was able to arouse the most nobre and subrime

sentiments without resorting to the disfiguring abirities
of words.

Bach, Hand.el, Beethoven Voilà les
hommes qui competent, êt c'est dans leur
Iangage, si incompr6hensible au commun d.es
hommesr euê 1'on découvre les secrets
d.'une ordonnance de pensee tout à fait
surhumaine. fl y a, chez les musiciens,
un m6lange d'i-magj-nation poétique et de
mathématique qui 1es place au-dessus de
tous les arts . ..'58

Music was as important to contemporary society as sculpture
had been to the ancient Greeks. Scutpture was as repre-
sentative of Greek philosophy as music was of the sense of
movement and becoming in mod.ern philosophy.

The fourth essential quality of art was that it
must reveal the struggle towards the sublime. T. E. Hulme

developed a dichotomic view of art, and. a corresponding

view of man that was split between romanticism and

classicism. The artistic viewpoints had their counter-
parts in philosophy. The root of romanticism was "that
man, the individ.ual, is an infinite reservoir of possib-

ilitiesr"59 while the classical view was that ,,man is an

extraordinarily fixed and limited animal whose nature is
absolutely constant. It is only by tradition and organ-

ization that anything decent can be got out of him.,,60

lVhat the classical, tragic view saw r^/as the complete
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insignifj.cance of man, whire romanticism and humanism made

man int,o a god. classicism had the "faulty of mind to see

things as they really are.,,61 Thus, in a philosophical
sense, Hulme opposed humanism, romanticism, and vital art
to a religious attitude, classicism and. abstract art. sorel
hj-mself referred to a Latin or cornelian conception of

62virtue, -- rather than Hurme's crassj-cal-romantic opposition.
A Latin mind stressed di_rect action, the personal, the

ind.ividual wilr and deeds, where the future was bleak,
and danger, tragedy and. death threatened. Daniel Ha16vy

stated. that charres Maurras "r^¡as a man of the Mediterranean:

his mind conceived clear-cut forms to which death would put
a term . the hard mind which points out where danger

lies, even mortal danger. "63 Sorel had something of the
same d.espair, the same knowledge of disorder and destruction.
To Hurmers emphasis on tradition and organization, sorer
add.ed the myth and heroism, but his view of man was as

b1eak. "Le réeI n'est pas toujours chose agráabIe.u64

lvhat a tragic view was able to do was to see crearly, and.

to do so it must use existing elementsr âs a scurptor used

the avairabre materials. For t.his reason, even the cafe

songs of the workers had value if they helped in the

struggle towards the sublime. "Le monde actuel est
conaamná à la tristesse: il ne faut pas lui refuser les
moyens qui sont à sa disposition pour 6viter d'âtre
submerg6 par la doulerrr."65 This was why the Gothj-c
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architecture of the Middle Ages was so successful, because

Èhe church "élève des constructions ayant pour objet d.e

frapper fortement I' imaginatj-on, d' inspirer l'letonnement.,,66
rn the future, the syndi-cates and workers would

be concerned not onry with ind.usÈriar problems, but. with
arti-stic, religious, and educationar ones as werl. The

workers already possessed the fourth quality of art, the
search for the sublime, since "les crasses pauvres ont
le sens du tragique extrêmement. d.evelopp6. La vie dure

. entraine à regarder en face les situations parfois
les plus intorérabIes."67 rn the attainment of their
ricorso the workers wourd have to abandon middle class
culture to form their own art, which would be deveroped

on the basis of utility, since "work can serve as the
basis for a cult,ure."68 The med.ieval buirders of the
towering cathedrars of Europe had succeeded because they
were in a guild, which was essentiarly the same as the
bund, a disciplined. group separate from t,he rest of
society and containing a myth of poetic character, a

citá esth6tique. "rn the Middle Ages the worker's guirds,
which included a few men with talent of the highest ord.er,
imposed their building methods, their decorative tastes and.

their conception of what distinguishes a great workr on

the sovereigns, the bourgeoisie and the clergy.,,69 They

$¡ere so isolated from the eccresiastical world that they
had great independence (just as sorel berieved that the
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Greek warriors had had.). "When artists in society form

a sort of caste in which all members are equal, they find.
themserves in the best circumstances for the free d.ever-

opment of art. "70 Thus an artistic character, which wourd

herp in the struggle against decadence, courd be d.everoped

in the proletariat through their bund, the syndicate. The

emphasis would be upon the collectivity, not on the

ind.ividuar, on order, not disorder, and. on po!{er and energy.

The bund irad far greater power and strength than isorated
ind.ividuars. Therefore the syndicates wourd be the core

of art in the future.

Conclusion

In a conference in 1908, Sorel said that the

mind. had three sharply defined areas. One was a very
narro$r area of the spirit, "la domaine de la science",
where the mind courd touch the Absotute through such means

as pure mathematics. At the other end of consciousness

$/as an equally small section where the Absolute was

reached through moral and religious ideas. Between the

two was a huge area, occupyíng almost all of our con-

sciousness, which was the area of daily 1ife where logic
worked. very poorly.Tl ïf logic was of no value, then it
$¡as necessary for men to construct another means of
understanding this area of the spirit. Sorel felt that
this could partly be accomplished by c_reativity which was

found in technology, and in the leap of faith that seeks
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to overcome d.ecadence. Awareness of man's true nature
wirl arrive through the heroic search by the bund for
the sublime - only by remaini-ng continually alert to
the existence of mystery and la morale, and. the need. for
scission' can man hope to transcend nature. But since
the worrd that man inhabited had so many irrational,
pluraristic erements, sorel believed. that it was also
impossible to use a rational, scientific language to
descrÍbe it. rnstead, sorer offered both a criticism of
language, and a means of understanding mysticÍsm, action,
and motivation with the help of images and. myths, not
words.
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CHAPTER IV

SORELIS USE OF LANGUAGE

i. The Attack on Lanquage

rn sorel'!s theory of knowledge a division existed
between those areas of life that man can understand crearly,
such as technology, and those he cannot, such as religion.\
He had proposed severar methods by which man could arrive
ât, or understand, la connaissance, such as the reap of faith,
scission, the diremption or art. But before examini_ng his
more elaborate concept of the myth, it wourd be usefur to
examine sorel's attack on language. rt has often been said
of sorel that "one cannot search for meaning in the twentieth
century without crossing hÍs path,',r and yet his frequent
references to the problem of ranguage have been ignored by

historians, despite the growing interest in vico,s theories
)on languager- and the enormous imporÈance that the study of

language and the myth has had in recent years. However,

since sorel never formulated a succinct theory of ranguage
(apart from his emphasis on the myth), it will be necessary
to summarize the problem as he saw it, before arriving at
his final, somewhat primitive, conclusions.

Like his mentor Vico, Sore1 denied ,'the very
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possibility of an unaltering, logicarly perfect language,
constructed to reflect the basic structure of realityr,'3
since "mi-nds (ingenia) are formed by the character of
language, not language by the minds of those who speak

^it. "' As language was an expression of the group, not the
i-nd.ividuaI, it varied historicalry with natj_onality, with
culture, and wiÈh crass. since knowredge is characterized
by Èhe pilrars it employs, and since language is one of
these pillars, then knowledge is depend.ent upon the tool
of language, not on simple observations and conclusions
concerning external reality. Men must remember that groups

and. societ.ies could. not change unless their language

adapted to new conditions since different languages $/ere

used for different levels of knowledge.

since language was not a fixed ent,ity with unar-
tering meaning, innumerable difficulties would be encountered

when studying another historicar period. rn fact, the
language used by groups in history y3= a cause of events

in itserf. For example, the French language was based on

Roman Iaw, and had retaj-ned the organized characteristics
of Roman law where each absolute value was assigned a

precise word. According to sorel, historically this had

led to confusion, particularly when the old Testament

prophets \¡rere studied, for Hebrew ideas had to be trans-
lated into a hard, authoritarian Latin and thus lost the
ability to express ',une inf initá de nuances. ,,5 From Èhe
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point, of view of the church, this linguistic confusion had

meant that, everything philosophically, even the most simple
phrases, $ras seen as black or white, wrong or right, which
in turn enabled the early church to acclaim the scission
from existing society with considerable fervo,:r and enthus-
iasm. Thus the language had an erement of hardness, of
por^rer, of absolute revolt, with no vulgar d,istinctions with
which to confuse the mass"=.6 The effect of Roman law in
language was also apparent in the Reformation with its
passionate prophetic expression of a catastrophic revolution.
Even in contemporary times, "nous sommes oblig6s d'avoir
recours aux formules romaÍnes"7 in order to exprain not
only legal relationships but social ones as we1r. Mod.ern

political thought was stirl so dependent upon the Latin
language that "ir est donc vrai- de di-re que l'État est
chose romaine. "S

sometimes the problem of language ray with the
underlying metaphors on which a ranguage was based. rn
historicar studies the philosophies of other ag,es courd be

misleading as frequently their figures of speech \^/ere

different. To understand a phirosopher of another era,
it was necessary to reproduce the mechanical models by

which he reasoned. For example, the Greeks shared with
sorel the id.ea t.hat "nous sommes d.es rácepteurs et non

des moteurs dans la connaissancer,,9 yet the ancient
philosophers did not have the same corrcept of energy or
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force or any precise method to calculate speed. As well,

the Greeks had mixed up mechanisms and organisms while

modern philosophers had been careful to keep them apart.

It was rare to find in Aristotle a doctrine free of

concepts borrowed. from biology t QT even an understanding

of immense or minute quantities. Since Greek science was

less developed. than modern science, in Plato "la théorie

de la quantit6 est souvent assez vaguer "I0 yet philosophy

and lanquage were based on the recognition of such concepts.
" t-

The Greeks had used the dialectical method which was some-

times a mere juggling of words, rather than scientific

principles based upon observatj-on, and thus they mixed

simple and natural categories with complex and artificial

ones. Both Sorel and Bergson questioned. whether the time

had come to abandon the old Greek method of knowledge and

language, which had been based on the immutable' on

geometry, and not on the real, the mobile and the continuous.

The problem of language was not sj-mp1y one of

translation difficulties or of concepts based on another

era, for it could also be found. Ín the class strucÈure of

a modern society. Because of his political interests, Sorel

focused on the differences between the language of the

bourgeoisie, particularly their use of what he labeIled

as "formu1as", and the language of the proletariat.

Frequently Sorel's criticisms of the bourgeoisi-e

are directed not at their wealth or their povter but at'
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their misuse of words, their distortion of language, and,

to the historically unique position Èhey had given to
intellecÈuars. Irlhat sorel roathed was "casuisÈry,',
which he said was characteristic of a degraded society,
such as the bourgeois democratic state. Men like ,¡aurès

arso v¡ere guilty of casuistry and those French socialists
who entered bourgeois parliaments. Bourgeois language was

tired and weak, ful1 of grandiose words that meant nothing.ll
Even the Declaration of the Rights of Man seemed "only a

colourless collect,ion of abstract and confused formulas,
without any great practicar bearing. "12 Another exampre

was equarity, which was an important word. for democratic
society, but a legar and factual absurdity for sorer.
Bourgeois language, because it was based upon a class that
had assumed power as clerks took "the form of opi_nions

given by jurists, historians or scientists on problems

put to them. rt thus assumed heavily the form of scholarly
doctrines where alr opi-nion depended on abstract ideas,
generar theories and philosophical d.octrinesr',13 remote

from everyday matters. Even in the field. of education
the bourgeoisie taught children to see things unscientif-
ically, and to develop, through an artificiar mannerr ân

aversion to everything that did. not conform to the recog-
nized syst,em of thought.

Bourgeois and democratic ranguage was especiarry
inclined. to give birth t,o what sorel calred. "formuras,,.
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These abstract concepts, which vrere originarly social and
philosophical theories that had been transformed into rigid
dogma, led to the most paradoxical misconceptions and. mis-
interpretations, and combined absurd opposi-tes. They v¡ere

not just a class construction but were intrinsic to the
French language since the time of Descartes, and the sub-
sequent over-emphasis upon rogic and clarifi-cation, the
new instead of the old, revolution instead of tradition.
The discipre of sorer, Edouard Berth, said that ,'le génie
francias . n'est satisfait que lorsqu'il a trouvá la
formure rogique, Ia roi g6nára1e, I'id6e claire et distincte
chère à oescarte. "14 often there was wid.e disparity between

the grandiroquence and universality of the formuras, and,

the modesty of the real goa1. Formulas were used, reason-
ably at times, to faciritate the transition between ideas,
just as when Marx adopted. previous formulas for purposes of
propaganda in the milieu where they had been commonry used.

"c'est une n6cessité qui s'impose à presque tous res
novateurs tant les abstractions ont de puissance sur
notre esprit. "15 problems arose, however, when intelrectuars
tried to use their formuras as scientific axioms, unrolling
them in a long chain of definitions. so many areas of the
human mind and society are not susceptible to linguistic
definitions that formulas here are misleading and mi-staken.

The point of a formula was that it did not d.escribe

motivati-on. unfortunatery, according to sorer, parria-
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mentary socialists were particularry given to emproying

formulas at all times. sorel has been frequentry chastized
by moderate historians for his inordinate disrike of Jean

Jaurès, but one reason for this hatred was sorel's feeling
that Jauràs was a man whose speech was dominated by such

formulas, by "big words and bad. reasons.,,16

The difficulty with formulas was that they

destroyed any sense of movement and practical activity,
and fossilized ideas. Even men like Marx and lrlilliam James

used formulas, and to foIlow their theories via their
formulas was a complicated, difficurt enterprise. rt was

far more usefur to follow the spirit rather than the precise

words of such philosophies as Marxism or pragmatism, not

using the abstract formulas in too detailed a sense.

According to Sorel, for Marx, "plus ses expressions sont

gén6rales, moins iI leur accordait d.'importan.".,,17 only
by following the spirit could the true fertility, force,
and value of such doctrines become apparent. Another

method was to look below the surface of words and formuras,

which are often borrowed by men or by crasses from other
sources, distorting their meaning and sense, such as when

Rousseau had first used "citizen" specifically to signify
his particular place in the society of Genev..18

One reason that formulas were so strong in
language was because of the social character of language,

which meant that men were often victims of the language
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they had learnt as children, which was the strongest means

that they had for expressing their thoughts. years after
children had been taught in school to identify Ia patrie

with la France their minds hrere still being influenced by

these indelible abstract formulas. Thus men who had been

educated since the war of 1870, in an era when rationalist
thought was emphasized, still used a republican and nation-

alistic vocabulary.

La force des formules abstraites et leur
permanence dépassent tout ce quron peut
imaginer; de même que nous ne savons bien
exprimer nos pensées que dans notre langue. maternelle, nous finissons par nous attacher,
d'une manière particulière, aux id6es que
nous manifestons en nous servant des
acquisitions les plus anciennes de notre
mémoire.19

The clearest example Sorel gives of the j_nfluence

of childhood language upon later ideologies was that of
Karl Marx. In order to understand Marx, Sorel said that
his critics must first examine the teaching j-n German

unj-versities in the fÍrst third of the nineteenth century.

Marx was particularly influenced by the tend.encies at that
point in history to reconstruct the world by artistic
intui-tion, and to generalize, and by the tendency of the

left wing rad.ical Hegelian writers to ápater les bourgeoise,

". =or â*" ét.it pleine de souvenirs romantiques."20

One reason that l"farxism became confusing at times to its
adherents was that lvlarx had to use the language of the

ruling bourgeoisie, and was thus unable to explain some
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of the fundamentals of his theory. For this reason, sorer
fert no qualms about revising Marx. wit.h the appearance
of a ne$/ vocabulary, such as that derived from Bergson,
it was then possibre to describe the new sociorogicar
facts and clarify the obscure parts of Marx. rn fact,
sorer said that Marx had. never meant hi-s description of
the revolution to be taken as the literal truth, for what
Marx was realIy doing was describing a mythical revolution,
the ideaI, in terms of images. ,

Bourgeois democratic society also relied heavily
on rhetoricr ês werl as on formuras, but the goal of rhetoric
is simpry persuasion, whether of the peopre or of the rulers,
and includes no moral goals or methods. Rhetoric is a

prostitution of "le savoir, la rogique et 1'áloquercer,,2l
yet rhetoric is a reading quality of the bourgeoisj_e. sorel
v/as parti-cularly alert to the use of rhetoric and the subtly
of persuasion since he lived in an era when journalists
were very powerful. His critique of democracy was i_nsep-

arabre from his feelings about the ineffectiveness of
bourgeois ranguage. Like Robert r'fichers, he felt t.hat
"the essential characteristic of democracy is found in the
readiness with which it succumbs to the magic of words

. .u22

The essentiar fact for the proletariat. to remember

was that they needed a ne$¡ ranguage. rn order for any

ideology to have power and strength i-L must recognize that
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there i-s more than one kind of Ìanguage, and, that a strong
ideology must transform the old ranguage in order to give
new sense to old formuras. Revolutionaries cannot use

ord moral stories and old metaphysicar hypothes.=.23
they should rook at the success of christianity which had^

the singular fortune to deverop outside its originar
language domain. Determini-sm, not free wirl, u¡as funda-
mental. Even the nominali-sts had recogni-zed the importance
of ranguage, and had brought the probrem back to a human

lever by saying that language depended on the individual,
but they had vi-ewed only one side of the question. Medi_eva1

doctrines, such as grace or sarvation by work, had. rein-
forced the idea of the i-nd.ivi-d.uar as an isolated unit.
But man was "un travailleur social,u24 and it was on this
social character that it wourd be possible to establish a

new knowledge of man. The abstract, isolated individual
without family or society wourd soon be only a memory.

sociali-sm had rost the essentia_r.erement of
scission because language had rost its primitive power

and strength. rf socialism r^¡as to succeed¡ âs christianity
had done in the past, it must deverop a clear and distinct
form of communication to use as a motivating force, and.

must rid itself of the casuistry of degenerate, bourgeois
ranguage. !{ords must be used to describe passion and.

emotion, not just stark facts or scientific beriefs.
Here sorelrs unceasing regard for the proretariat was of
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importance for he berieved, like vico, that in history the
common people had. known a basic wisdom which understood

things and expressed them in a poetic sense long before

"la pens6e réftéchi."25 could express or understand them

theoretically. socialists must build a new language, on

the revolutionary traditions and legends of the sans-

culottes which truly interest the people, and form their
brand of poetry. sorer felt that this language courd. be

achieved through the creation of myths. All polj-ticar work
j-s concerned with the future, suppressing the present, and

trying to bind the past and the future j-nto an id.eal move-

ment. only myths express this ideal rife. Myths, however,

must be based on new and quite radical images, oy figures
of speech.

ii. Precision in language

In his analysis of the differences between languages

in hi-story, and the use of language by different social
crasses, sorel was d.enying the existence of an objective,
tangible language, which described an unchanging world of
reality. Part of his attack on this logical, scientific
world has alread.y been seen j-n the emphasis he placed upon

movement and struggle, and the inexplicable goal of the
rsublimer. A second line of attack consisted of his d.is-

like of precision, both in the written and the spoken word.

He seemed. to feel that too great a deg-ree of precision red

to the d.estruction of the object, or concept that was being
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described.- According to Danier Hal6vy, e6guy had also
thought along these Iines, under the influence of pascal,
and. sorer was to be influenced by eéguy. "rt is in flashes
and stray greams that creati-on is revealed to us. system-
atic minds run their systems headlong up b1ind. alleys,
because they try to link what we are given separate, and,

to compose into a whole what we are given as broken pieces.u26
sorelrs attack on precision can most clearry be

seen in his style of writing, a style for which he has\
frequently been chastized, but which some critics have

reasonably identified as that ,'beronging to the breed. of
apostles rather than to the breed of reasoners.,,27 To u.

certain extent the confusing qualities of his philosophy
can be attributed. to the sheer bulk of his work. He wrote
an enormous amount, especialry when it is remembered that
he began his second career when he was forty-two. However,

none of sorel's doctrines can be found in a coherent
synthesis. Even his books seldom have one theme, but
range from topic to topic, occasi-onally beginning a new

concept while still supporting an order, opposing one.
Thus a contradiction in his style of wri_ting seems to
parallel a shift in his poritical alriances. one criti-c
wrote of the "ever shifting dunes of the sorelian land.-

scape."28 soreils works are difficult to forlow because

he often negrected the transitions between one remark and

the next. The seguence of his ideas is like a leap of
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faith, jumping from subject to subject, with no rational_
deveropment or continuity. There are also numerous poi_nts

of similarity between soreils writing style and that of
T- E- Hulme, who was arso very unsystematic. Hulme's

articles were never assembred. in any coherent form untir
after his death.

However, sorel rei-terated a number of times that
he pursued a positive goar in his interrupted style, by

trying to make hÍs work so difficult that the read,er was

forced to become invorved and reject the notions he already
herd. He repeated several times one phrase of Renanrs

that "Ia lecture' pour âtre salutaire, doit être un

exercise impliquant querque travaiI."29 Thus , for sorer,
obscurity was often a posi-tive quality. He was not worried
about his own reputation, but was concerned with making

his readers see aneb¡, by having to work at understanding

his thought, "pour me corriger et pour me compláter.,'30

He wanted to evoke ideas, and therefore he neglected the
rures of writing in order to jar the reader awake. A

harmonious style was an anathema to soret.3l By rejecting
with aversion the classical French styre of writing he was

also rejecting classicism itserf, the classicism which had

been appropriated by the bourgeoisie and the academic

circles of the Third Republic.

!{hen we proceed to an analysis that probes
history the least biÈ in depthr w€ pãrceive
that, things present an impossible complexity,
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that the intellect is unable to analyze or
describe them without producing insoluble
contradictions. It is better that reality
remain protected by a vagueness that
philosophy will respect if it wishes to
avoid the pitfalls of charlatanism, lies
or romanticism.32

It would be an error in Judgment to ignore

sorel's statement that. his style was deriberately chosen

and was not just the result of careressness or a lack of
concern towards the finer points of grammatical construction.
certainly he was not alone in his difficurt sty1e. Halévy

said of edguy, with whom sorel was so closery associated

throughout his most fertile period, that ',the toughest

obstacre between eéguy and the pubric was certainly his
aa

styte. "" But what Sore1 was aiming for was something of
the same complexity that he found himself in the work of
C6zanne, a painter whose work he d.id not particularly
admire, but whose style continually evoked memories and

confusion in the mind of the viewer, long after other
painters had been forgotte.r.34

Linked to this preoccupation with the fluid
character of reality, and the mistrust of precision in
the written word, was soreils own conversationar ability.
It is perhaps no coincidence that a number of men who

were interested in this aspect of language were very

erudite, fascinating talkers, such as Sorel, Hu1me,

Marraux, and Péguy. certainly the first three could talk
for hours in incredj-ble bursts of energy, on an endless
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stream of topj-cs. sorel fert t.hat ideas easily deveroped

in conversation whereas writing was definitery an inferi_or
form of communication.

"C'est terrible d'6crire. Je vois Ie li-vrede 1r avenir sous cette f orme: un d.isque
de phonographe qui rácite quelque chos-e.ce èera uien prüs vivanr qüe líá;rir;;;-. .,,35

This conversationat ability in itself was a rejection of the
rogical, coherent, rationalist, system of thought, with its
emphasis on clarityr precision and. logical development. since
rearity did not d.evelop in orderly steps, to speak and think
this way meant the imposition of a farse and d.istorted
pattern over rearity. Hulme has reft. a d.escription of
Bergson giving a lecture that further i_rlustrates this
problem of precision in language.

His eyes seemed always to be half-closed,
and he gave you atl the time the impressionof a man describing with great difficulty
the shape of something which he just saw.
There was a curious pause and a gesture ofthe Èhumb and forefinger which looked. as ifhe were pultilg a fj-ne thread out of a

, tangled. mass. Jb

This conversational styre of sorel, Hu1me, and. Bergson was

totally opposed to that of Lenin (,'iI parle en termes

extrêmement simples avec une langue de fer, avec Ia
logÍque d'une hache"37) or to Barrès. ,,I1 y a toujours,
dans tout ce que dit Barrès, une certaine philosophie de

f in6vitable. rr constate les faits avec carme, avec

froideur même: et Sorel est un passionn{.',38

Sorel often neglected definiarorr", and. had a
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habit of ignoring the distinctions between principres
through a fundamentar abhorrence of the precise and narrow

limitations of words. Too great precision in language red.

onry to the erect,ion of a barrier between men and reality,
as the philosophers of the Enlighte¡iment had d.one. The

erusive, fluid quarity of rearity was then distorted. often
a vocabulary, especially that dealing with abstract,
rationar systems, v¡as inaccurate because the words had

become isolated from their original context. such theories
then red. only to confusion. Even the sociorogical mod.et

which sorel devised, the diremption, must not be generalized

or taken out of context t ot the meaning wourd be lost. rt
was the task of the philosopher to faII neither into the

trap of abstract, meaningless formulas, nor that of
precise, unbending definitions. ,,. il faut redouter
drapporter une trop grande rigueur dans la langage, parce

qu'elIe serait en contradj-ction avec re caractère fluent
de la r6alitá et qurainsi 1a langage serait trompeur.,'39

But Sorel's philosophy of language v/as more than
just a criticism of abstractions and precision in concepts

and words. He also attempted to construct a system of
communication that wourd be more valuabre than ranguage

in describing Èhe mysterj-ous area of life, and the feering
of energy and movement. He attempted to do this through

figures of speech or the image (as Hulme did also), and

in greater d.etail, through the nyth.
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iÍi. The Image in Time

The use of images by sorel is comparable to that
of Hurme, arthough sorel's understanding of images is very
erementary in comparison, forming a type of hidden current
in much of his work, whereas Hulmers theories were much

more sophistj-cated. rmagism was "in the aÍr", especially
in France where symbolism v¡as a dominant force in French

poetry at the turn of the century. sorel's ringuistic

, theories can be expressed in Hulmers theories, without too

much distortion. F,zra Pound rabelled the image as ,'that

which presents an intellectuar and emotj-onal comprex in an

instant of time. "40 The qualities of the image, with its
sense of the finiteness of man, and the elimination of
abstractions and generalities, shares the same quaritj_es

as sorel foresaw in the use of the myth. Furthermore,

the image created another world through analogies, a

"through-the-glass"41 effect as Hulme described. it, which

must be taken whole, or not at all, Iike the myth. Sorel

believed strongly in the use of images or symbols as a
means of circumventing the difficurties of language, and

as a method of bringing back some form of precj-sion.
(Hulme distinguished between symbors and images, but sorel
does not appear to have done so. ) For example, although

Marx had been criticized for using symbolic language, for
sorel "it is those synbolic portions which vrere formerly
regarded as being of dubious worth that constitute the
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d.efinitive varue of his work ,'42 and enabred sociarists to
"appreciate the scope of the labour movement. " Men in
history are not motivated by ordinary 1anguage but by

"a body of images which, by intuition alone r,43 can provoke

the "mass of sentiments" leading to great changes. Bergson,

too, thought t.hat j-ntuition could only be expressed through

images. The emphasis must necessarily be placed on the

visualr ês Hulme and sorel did in their theories on art,
for the effect of a picture in the mind counter-balances

the numbing effect, of abstract language. The advantage

of the image, whether used poeti-ca1ly by Hulme, oE polit-
icalry by sorel is that "it depends for its effect not on

a kind of half sleep produced, but on arresting the

attention. "44 rh" disadvantage, which both men ignored,

is the crudeness and. loss of subtlety.
A major element of the image is that it embodied

the concept of the leap of faith, and of scj_ssion, for
the image had to be taken as a whole. When the image was

rejected, it was rejected entirely, and. a leap was made to
another image, which was also absorbed as a whole. Thus

each image was far more precise than language, because its
limits were strictly defined. Thus one quality of the image

vras the element of antinomy, of opposition between con-

trasting images. Edouard Berth, Sorelrs closest disciple,
staÈed that "pour bien comprendre Ia pensée de Sorel

il faut se rendre mattre de la th6orie des antinomies et
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voir à quelle conception du monde et de la vie elle
^qaboutj-t. "'- According to Sorel, those philosophers who

wished to reduce everything to a heterogeneous unity were

always being embarrassed by unclassifiable elements which

they either classified. as exceptions or drowned in "an

ocean of vague phrases. My view, on the contrary, is
that the best way of understanding any group of ideas in
the history of thought is to bring all the contradictions
into sharp relj-ef .u46

This use of antinomies is similar to a leap of
faith for it opposes the building of bridges between two

different concepts, and refused to accept that there can

be anything in between. some rerigious doctrines have arso

emphasi-zed the spirit of contradiction, such as that of
L'7Pascal. " Sorel's theories and vocabulary are dominated

by t.he idea of contradictions. For example, he opposed

the past and the future, artj-ficial and natural nature,

the eternal and the transitory, the individual and the

bund, the consumer and the producer, the political party
or the state and the syndicate, the intellectuals and. the

proletariat, the secular and the religious, the linear
and the leap of faith, compromise and scission, ideology

and myth, and decadence and the sublime.

The most vital and. energetic manner of expressing

antinomy was by the creation of images and myths. condorcet

had dreamed of perfecting'our "vague and. obscrrre"4S language
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as it was inadequate for making "knowredge of the truth
easy and error almost impossibre. " sorel agreed with
condorcet but concluded that it wourd always be ineffective
to use imprecise language as a means of communication. He

wished. to substitute symbors for concepts, for ,'it is onry
with specific terms--the onry ones capable of evoking
images--that we can express our thoughts accuratery without
deceiving our readers and. ourselves."49 Language could
only be stretched to a certaj-n point, after which those

who thought along certai-n paths must communicate via
symbols. Sore1 quoted Newman on this point.

It will be our wisdom to avail ourselves of
languager ërs far as it will go, but to aimmainly, by means of it, to stimulate in
those to whom we address ourselves, a mode
of thinking and trains of thought similar to
our own, IeadÍng them on by their own
independent, action, not by any syllogistic
compulsion. Hence it is that an intellectual
school will always have something of an esotericcharacter; for it is an essemblage of mindsthat think, their bond is unity of thought,
and their words become a sort of tessera,
not expressing but symbolising it:50--
In his recognition of the problem of languag,e,

sorel turned again to vico and his theory of the origin of
language. According to vico, language v/as first created by

the irrational, not the rational faculties of man, by

passion and. not by logic. Therefore words are images

before they are concepts. vico had criticized. Descartes's
berief that knowredge could be scientificarry reduced. to
crear and distinct perception, and his d.isavowal of the
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Èruth of history and poetry. For vico, "the condition under

which a thing can be known is that the knower should have

made it, that the true is identical with the createdr,,51

and thus language was of prj-mary importance.

For Vico and for Sorel, poetry was one of the

basic elements of the mind, for primitive man thinks in
poetic images. Sorel was to Lake Vico's emphasis upon

and apply it to language in general. The best known of

poetry,

his

thebooks, Reflections on Violence, perhaps best indicates
poetic nature that sorelrs writing itself contained. Like

Nietzsche and Freud, sorel "combined. a poetic insight with
a scientific curiosity. They sought consciously for a

fulI pj-cÈure of man's experience and. in that experience

they looked for the vitarizing images that have moved him

to action. "52

Sorel felt that the poetic element was to be found

in the recognition of passion and emotion, âs well as in the

development of images. Descartes had implied that the only

aspect of manrs mind and soul that was of importance v¡as

his pure intelrect, not his emotions. socialists had always

erred as well by discussing abstract topics like monopolies

and capitalist profits, unlike demagogues who understood the

importance of emotion, and appealed. to the spirit of men.

Sorel strongly decried this approach for "crest grâce à

ce ton de sentiment que nous avons f immádiate conscience

de notre individualitá. "53 rf socialists were more alert to
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the existence of suffering (la douleur) they could have

rich psychological resurts. Generally poritcj-ans had not
given enough attention "à la puissante fixatrice des

sentiments dans Ia vj-e courante; on raisonne comme si
les passions, coÍrme si I'amour 6taient des phenomènes

pathologiques, 6trangers aux lois de la vie normale.,,54

But men usually see reality through the illusion of their
emotions which colours and deforms shapes.

Sore1 regarded emotion and passion in an ambi-

valent manner, sometimes seeing it as the logical recognition
of the mysterious, but sometimes as a blind which misleads

men about realj-ty and causes them to think in an artificial
fashion. In the latter case, Hu1me pictured the emphasis

upon emotion as a form of exhilarationr ês if the receiver
had been breathing rare air. This is a particular quality
of the romantic philosophy. In order to maintain his
existence the romantic had. to go on emphasizing the

"nehr" and "believing that something wonderful and extra-
ordinary can and is about to happen to man. "55 Nevertheless,

even if the emotion or passion was distorted in some fashion,

it stilI night be strong enough to lead men in a new

direction. For example, patriotism was "un éláment sent-

imental, irrational, une fiction. Mais tout le monde est

d'accord pour r".orrrraltr" I I importance considérable de

cette fiction. "56

Imag'es must not only recognize the j-mportance of
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emotion and poetry, but they must recognize that man

berongs to the corrective, and is not an individual. Even

in an historical sense man can not say that he is an indiv-
idual or solitary because of the weight of history. He is
never free of his past, or of the future that does not yet

exist. This lack of individuality is expressed through

the medium of his language, and his images. "Languagte,

being a communal apparatus, only conveys that part of the

emotion which is coÍìmon to all of us."57

If language j-s not the creation of the individual,
then neither Ís the image. For Sorel, the image, which

supplied those sentiments and concepts that language

could not, had. to be based in a specific group or bund

(although it might reach beyond the bund), and it had to
be rooted in the artificial worrd. At a fundamental revel,
he believed that man is not able to think in a vacuum, and

that human ideas and images are related to observations of
the natural wor1d. Sorel preferred to 

"use 
technical,

mechanical, and practical figures of speech, perhaps

partly because this was the world with which he was famiriar,
but also because Marx had shown the importance of tools and

of the workers in the revolutionary transformation of
society. Even in historical studies the leveI of pro-

duction and plastic arts of a culture would give evidence

as to what level the society had reached in its complexity

and. variety of language, since "l'acte d.oit avoir pr6c6a6

le discours. "58
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S'il existe quelque chose de socialr pâr
excellence, dans I'activitá humaine, ð'est
la machine; elle_est plus sociale que le
langage lui-même.59

J'ai toujours parl6 de mécanismes, parce
que les mécanismes fournissent des exemples
beaucoup plus saisissables que toute autre
oeuvre humaine.bu

: : je crois qu'il conviendrait de dire en
3orgnant ces vues à ce1le de Marx et d.e
Bergson, güê I'int.elligence est tendue sur
un arc qui va de la technologie au 1.19.9..61

Notre civj_Iisation moderne repose sur une
6qonomie dont la technique est "r, continuellearêvolution, tandis que les techniques des
âges intérieurs 6taient conservatrices
on ne saurait Çtre trop reconnaissant à
I'auteur de I'Évolutioi crdatrice d'avoir
tent6- de r.it"@s contemporains
la nácessit.d d'adaþter leur manière de-
penser aux cond.itions révolutionnaires
de leur vie.62

Despite the importance he attached to technological images

sorel strongry objected. to the contemporary fashj-on which

involved the use of scientific images or figures of speech

in relationship to men, when the originar reason for these

figures of speech was usually ignored. For example,

technicarry, steam engines were more efficient in proportion
to their increased size, but socialists seemed to believe
that the organizations of men would also grow i-n efficiency
with size, yet this supposition had no basis in fact. The

application of such images usually resulted in misjudgements

and errors, especially in those fietds where relationships
were rather vague, such as in psychology.
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iv. The Myth

sorel's support of images and symbols in reaction
to the ineffectj-veness of language was to reach its height
in his doctrine of the myth, the device that inspired the
intri-nsic power of the human wirl. His myth has been

severery criticized by many historians for its imprecj_sion

and inaccuracy, both politicalry and sociologicalry. often
the critics have applied the most rigorous of ringuistic
standards, described it as littIe more than Le Bonrs

"collective harlucinations"63 of the masses, or erse they
have rather briskly dismissed it from further consideration,
except insofar as it infruenced. fascists rike Mussorini.
stuart Hughes, one of the most generous viewers of the myth,

said that sorel's attempt to combine the changing character
of social phenomena with a recognition of non-logical
motivation was "an extraordinary, an almost unique

ambition in a social theorist, yet in the end he did not
know what to do with it. "64

The problem with most of the critiques of the

myth, like that of Hughes, is that they have ignored the

emphasis Sorel placed upon the poetic quatity, its
mysterious symbolism, and its vitality. It is not a

sociological definition with strict limitations, but an

all-embracing world view. From his earliest writings
sorer insisted that hi-story, even in revolutions, did not
move because of economic reasons, and that no political
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or social change could occur without the force of an idea

behind it. rn order to suppress other forces, men need.ed

convictions which dominated their whole consciousness to
the exclusion of conscious thought. The idea or myth

must be as deep in men as moral decisions, and as

instantaneous.

The myth is an anonymous fiction, a movement of
the masses, not a coherent, logical descriptj_on of a

physical world. It is not part of the world. of natural
science, but rather of that area of rife where irlusions,
mystery, and passions reign. ft is neither true nor faIse,
Iogical nor rational. Indeed, none of its suppositions

can be tested. one example that sorel uses is the stigmata

of Francis of Assisi which had an enormous effect upon the

Middle Ages, although they may not have occurred.

The essentj-al core of the myth rested in the

necessj-ty for men to sometimes belj-eve in the unbelievabre.
\

"Drapreis une Ioi de notre nature, nous voulons avoir
quelque .fro=. d 'indémontrable à croire. Le Cred.o quia

absurdum appartient à toutes les époqnes et à toutes les
civilisations."65 The function of the myth is to rouse

men to action, to aid them in the ceaseless war against
decadence. This was a key question for Sorel. What was

it that motivated men and created historical forces?

"Without leaving the present, without reasoning about

. (the) future, which seems forever condemned to
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escape our reason, we should be unable to act at all.,66
Thus the myth can describe the motivations of men, and.

provide a link between words and action. The myth only
becomes true if realized by action, and led. by heroism

and a search for the sublime.

One of Sorelrs most controversial ideas about

the myth was that Marxism was also a mythology. Marx, he

said, had never developed. a succinct theory of everyday

action because of the backward.ness of the worFing class
movement at that time, because he was still under the

influence of models from the French Revolution, and because

he did not recognize that "we hardly ever take action
except when propelled by memories often more vivid in
our mind than immediate realitv.u67 what the myth could

d.o was ensure that the proletariat had a clear consciousness

of its existence as an indivisible class, that it had

enough strength to enter the class struggle, and that it
$¡as ready to reverse the traditional ideologicar system.

"Aucu.ne grande révolution n'a pu se produire sans des

illusions pressantes et nombreuses.',68 ïf l"larx had not

recognized that his vision of the final catastrophe was

in the nature of a social myth it was because he was

blinded by his passion.

The myth is a collective idea which can nej_ther

be created nor destroyed by ind.ividuals. It sees the

world as a whole, which must be accepted j-n its totality,
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and it cannot be broken down into separate parts. ,'We

have a vivid sketch that gives a crear idea of the change;

but it is not possible to discuss details as historicatly
verifiable facts."69 In a sense it is propaganda, the

sort to be found in governments that attempt to excite
patrj-otic fervour. Myths only last a limited. time,
changing as social, national, and economic situati_ons

change.

The myth cannot be separated from the ideas of
passion, and from a leap of faith. why the myth is superior
to intelrigence is because the logicar, rational side of
the mind onry described what actuarly existed, whire the

myth was abre to change that which exists. Also, it adds

an intensity to Iife, coloured with emotion and feelings
of passion which language could never describe. According

to sorel, the myth also had an heroic character, certainry
among the elite who led it.

However, the employment of a myth could not be. 
"

separated from a long period. of preparation, since the only
way in whj-ch man courd. create a feering or emotion was to
use it each time that the occasion presented it. This was

why it was necessary to begi-n immedj_ateIy to prepare for
the proletarian revolution or specifically the general

strike. Furthermore, those myths which had some basis

in tangible facts were more likely t,o be believed. For

example, sj-nce the French Revolutj-on it r." easier to
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believe Ín the efficacy of force than in other eras.

In the myth Sorel attempted to apply Bergson's

ideas of duration, and of the image in philosophy to
social, political, and economic phenomena. These socj-al

myths arlowed the attainment of continuous, movj.ng reality.
Infithin their limits, men could act with the complete confidence

of faith, and obtaj-n some measure of freedom. sorel believed
that the myth had appeared as early as ancient Greecer âs

a method of explaining ideas which scientifj-c knowled.ge

could not do. Examples of historical myths were those of
primitive christianity, the Reformation, the French Revor-

ution and the followers of Mazzini. The event which was

to confirm the sorelian myth was the Borshevik Revorution.

Lenin proved that "rien ne se faitr €n grande politj_que,

si Ì'on ne creé par une sorte de sentiment superi6ur de
,,\ruimême chez un peuple, une sorte de sentiment en quelque

sorte relj-gieux, qui va jusqu,au sacrifice en faveur d.e

1'ïd6e. "70 Unlike id.eology for ltarx, myths would not

disappear after the proletarian revolutj_on. Sorel was

far more optimistic politically than Robert Michels,

because Sorel believed that myths actually had changed

history, even if only in brief moments of glory. Michels

thoughtr orr the contrary, that it was extremely difficult
to stir the masses or to make profound modifications in
their thought and that no matter how energetic or vigorous

a movement, it was incapable of making any profound. or
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permanent change".Tl probably the majority of cri-ti-cs
would agree with rtichers and yet soreUs myth was obviousry
a very valuable attempt to describe the motivations of
men in history without the limitations of language.

Sorel's myth was an expression of faith by a bund in a

form that could transcend time and movement, and. was there-
forer ân expression of many of the ideas that were to be

found in the irratj-onalist climate of opinion.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Arthough Georges sorer has been classified i-n a
number of fashions, according to his political, social,
or morar philosophiesr ês demonstrated j-n the historio-
graphy surveyed in chapter r, hj-s work cannot be understood

without some reference to the fundamental importance he

attached to the reratj-onship between men and their actions.
Men often explained their conduct or thoughts with specific
reasons, buÈ ignored the fact that t.heir theories and

actions v/ere "fráquement d.áterminds par des tend.ances qui
échappent à notre critique. "l since hidden motives were

just as powerful as the motives that were openry recognized,

and yet \A¡ere seldom acknowredged, it was necessary to examine

them in detail. sorer berieved that some of the major

motivating forces of men could not be described by language

alone, and that, in fact, languagfe was an inad.equate means

of describing more than a limited area of reality. rn his
attack on language, he was travelling in a pararrer direction
to the structuralists, although his theories r¡¡ere never

clearly expressed or, outside of the concept, of the myth,

reached much sophistication.

134
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At the basis of arr his work was a search for
la connaissance, for those erements of rife of which man

had any certainty. Nature, man,s character, the future,
even language, were bewitdering and perplexing. According
to sorel, the beriefs that men could hold with confidence
were far more limited than many phirosophers declared.
Furthermore, it was difficult to describe ideas, emotions,
or beriefs in rational, rogical ranguage, that held the
same meaning for all men. \

sorel was part of the "momentous historic shift
in the nature of perception which finalry crystalrized
in the early twentieth century The 'new,
perception involved the rearization that. d.espite appear-
ances to the contrary the world does not consist of
independently existing objects, whose concrete features
can be perceived crearly and individuarly, and whose

nature can be classified accord.ingly. "2 rn dividing the
world into two rearms of natural nature, which could never
be understood by man, and a limited area of artificiar
nature, where scientific laws were varid, sorel acknow-

ledged the inabirity of language to construct a unified,
logical, coherent system of thought which had an existence
distinct from man. rt was essential to recognize

"f infruence ánorme exercée par ilorganisme expressif de

Ia science, ra langue. "3 "A wholry ob]ective perception
of individual entities is therefore not possible: any
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observer j-s bound to create something of what he observes.,,4
Man never develops as an isorated being because ',1e milieu
est fabriqué, travailld, continuellement 6purá p"r son

activit6 et toute science de 1'homme qui n6glige ce

milieu est une anthropologie fantastique.,,5 Since in
order to change society, not only must the political
apparatus be artered, but also "1'organisme vivant,,6 which
incruded language, it r^/as necessary to accept the limÍtations
of ranguage. Rati-onalist ranguage was only one method by

which to review reality, since it was inadequate either to
motivate men in a search for the sublime and the heroic,
or to describe the nebulous realm of the intuitionar and

the mystical. The whore was breaking down into parts,
and., for sorel, this meant also the destruction of the
concept of one unified language.

rn his linguistic theories sorel advocated the
use of the image and the myth as the most valuabre means

of grasping the uncertain, obscure, spontaneous, passionate,
and revolutionary world of men. Men must move from the
utopian to the practical, from imagination to interligence,
from the romantic to the Iegal, from the absorute to the
rerative, from simpricity to complexity.T since sorel,s
ideas on language remained in an incoherent form, as d.id

many of his other ideas, they can often be more readily
understood through the analysis of T. E. Hulme. rn his
attack on bourgeoj-s "formulas,, and rhetoricr on ',big
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words and com¡non phrases r¡¡ithout meaningr',8 and on precise,
comprehensive closed systems of thought he envisaged the
same solution as Hu1me.

. there are, roughly speaking, two method.sof communication, a direct, and. a conveni-ionaI
language. The direct language is poetry, itj-s d.irect because it. deals in images. ifre
indirect language is prose, because it uses
images that have died and become figures of
speech.
The difference between the two is, roughly,
this: that while one arrests your miná altthe time with a picture, the other allows
the mind to run along with the least possible
effort to a conclusion.9

fn a sense, Sorelrs concept of language might

described in images itself, that of building materiars,
bricks and blocks. The brÍcks belong to artj_ficial nature,
and include scientific theories. They can grasp as much

of reality as man can comprehend, and. can then be buirt
into a solid, rational, precise wall of knowledge, one

brick upon the other. usualry, according to sorel, they

had their origins in technology and machinesr ên area of
Ia connaissance where progress existed.

Blocksr on the other hand, existed in the dark,
unknown world where man groped blindly, searching with
difficurty not simply for technical knowledge, but for the

sublime and the heroic. The darkness was decadence, which

stretched alr around him and might overwhelm him at any

time. once grasped, blocks had sharp, distinct outlines,
like the vivid picture of the myth that inspired revolutions.

be

of
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The outlines of the brocks were defined by scission, for
each block was entirely separate from the others. But

blocks \^rere noÈ connected to others i-n a system of know-

ledge, and. once lost, h/ere never regained, since they

formed "an indivisible whole. "10

Both Sorel and Hu1me were extremely visual
thinkers, and their concepts of images and myths become

much clearer when this vi-suaI characteristic is remembered.

Language, in a tradiutional sense, was thought to be objective,
but the myth and the image are not, for they can only be

understood from the inside, just as a picture can only be

und.erstood by the viewer, not by words describing it. Thus

a myth is "a vivid sketch that gives a clear idea of the

change."ll Thus the general strike was:

the myth in which Socialism is wholIy
comprised, i.e., a body of images capable
of evoking instinctively all the sentiments
which correspond to the different manifest-
ations of the war undertaken by Socialism
against modern socÍety. Strikes have
engend.ered. in the proletariat the noblest,
deepest, and most moving sentiments that
they possess; the general strike groups
them all in a co-ordinated picture, and by
bringing them together, gj_ves to each one of
them its maximum of intensity; appealing to
their pai-nfu1 memories of particular con-
flicts, it colours with an intense life aII
the detaj-ls of the composition presented
to consciousness. lrle thus obtain that
intuition of Socialism which language
cannot give us with perfect clearness--
and we obtain it as a whole, perceived
instantaneously. l2

The myth is like the pictures formed in a dream just as

the early Christians "si souvent parlé comme des râr"rrrr,
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sans teni-r compte des conditions rderles de la vie.,,13
Myths were part of the "unconsciousness" of man (a word

sorer did not use, but furly understood), partialry held
together by the traditions, legends, and emotion of a

group.

. it y a à côt6 de l'outillage
tj-nguistique tout un ensemble de conditions
indéfinissables qui poussent la pens6e dans
des directions que ne peuvent toüjours pr6voir
les traducteurs; ces condj_tions constituent
un système de logique sp6cial a* chaque
peuple ' r+

Myths are formed by emotion, by passion and by

poetry. "L'homme, plus gu'on ne le croit, veut s'attacher
a f idéal d.'une esp6rence."l5 However, they also possessed

the qualities found in art, such as a hardness, evid.ence

of a struggre towards the subrime, and distinct aspects

which can never by analyzed, especially from the outside.
sorel's thought itserfr âs Danier ua1ávy pointed

out in 1909, was akin to that of a poet with',son monde

int6rieur, si riche de pens6es v6hementes et ]yriques.,,16
Therefore, rather than confinÍng sorel to a specific
poritical or social label, it is probably just as valid
to view hj-s thought more j-n rerationship to the imagistic,
intuitional world of the poet than the objective one of
the political commentator. rt is very rare to find a man

with the temperament of Sorel writing philosophy, as it
was with Hu1me.17 However, it is even rarer to fi-nd a

phj-losopher who attempted to apply the concept of the myth
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directly to the politics of his day.

Sorelrs faÍIure as a political theorist to gain

much popularity can be attributed, to a certain extent,
to this amalgamation of political and poetic thought.

Beyond. recognizing the mythology of the Nazi party, few

historians have been prepared to admit the existence of
a myth in their own societyr or to recognize consciously

that social and. politicar ideologies can have a mythical
function. Furthermore, the link between politics and

other field.s, =oJn .= that of anthropology or literature,
has declined since sorel's era, with a naturar deterioration
of any interest in applying poetic methods to political
analysis. Sorel, like other Frenchmen of his generation,

made an attempt to break away from a rigorous, classical
tradition to the recognition of a dynamic, poetic intel-
ligence, but this attempt failed. Nevertheless, his
theory that there are no historical or naturar absorutes,

and no absolutes in language either, place him in the

historical tradition of philosophers such as Vico.
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